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Dissertation Director: Dr. Amihai Motro

An increasing amount of data is provided by information services: Programs constructed with web services that return output from underlying data sources given input supplied in HTTP requests. Instead of the traditional SOAP/WSDL standards, this restricted type of service is designed in the Representative State Transfer (REST) architectural style in which service functionality is memoryless, stateless, and free of side effects. Indeed, a service-oriented approach to software construction offers many benefits, but there is one looming disadvantage. After deployment, services within the program may fail. In response, programmers may attempt to recover lost functionality with another service. Unfortunately, the repair process is a manual task where programmers must locate the failure and then repair it with a substitute; that is, another service with similar functionality. While techniques are available for identifying where the program is broken, an open problem remains: How to identify good substitutions?

To address this problem, recent research explores methods to automate aspects of the repair process, and thus support programmers while they debug failures. As yet, most automated repair methods assume programmers have access to program source code and so they focus on internal software changes. However we consider services to be black-boxes; that is, implementation details (such as source code or documentation) are unavailable.
Consequently, programmers cannot modify the failed service or rely on source code for insight into its functionality. Hence we focus our repair methods on recommending service substitutes and not on modifying source code. In other words, given a failed service, and assuming services are registered in a repository, the problem is to recommend another service (or set of services) that would be a good substitute for the failure.

Without source code, our idea is to describe service functionality by its behavior; that is, the observable relationship between its input and output. The thesis of this dissertation is service behavior can be modeled, sampled economically, and compared efficiently. Then, given a service defined in our model, we can recommend substitute services (from a repository) that behave similarly. In this dissertation, we propose a model for representing information services, we define a notion of similarity between two services, and we specify a language for expressing compositions of services. Then, we present a heuristic for extracting small samples of service behavior, a heuristic for improving the performance of our recommendations, and a method for making recommendations in the context of service compositions.
Chapter 1: Introduction

An increasing amount of data is provided by information services: Programs constructed with web services that return output from underlying data sources given input supplied in HTTP requests. Instead of the traditional SOAP/WSDL standards, this restricted type of service is designed in the Representative State Transfer (REST) architectural style in which service functionality is memoryless, stateless, and free of side effects [1]. For example, given a movie title, a service may return a list of theater locations, or given a gene’s name, a service may return a description of its function. With information services, programmers may build custom views of data in compositions that pass output through a series of connected services. Indeed, as we see in scientific computing [2–4] or e-commerce [5–9], we can envision a repository of information services that catalogs data available to programmers.

1.1 An Open Problem and Research Focus

Certainly, a service-oriented approach to software construction offers many benefits, but there is one looming disadvantage: After deployment, services within a program may fail [10]. Such disruptions occur when a service becomes unavailable or when its functionality unexpectedly evolves [11,12]. For instance, in an empirical study of publicly available services, almost all monitored services experienced some inactive time over the span of two months [13]. In short, this instability can be summarized succinctly in this manner: What worked yesterday might not work today.

In response, programmers may attempt to recover lost functionality with another service. Unfortunately, the repair process is a manual task. Namely, programmers locate the failure and then replace it with a substitute; that is, another service with similar functionality. While techniques are available for fault localization (i.e., identify where the code is
an open problem remains: How to identify good substitutions? 

To address this gap, there is recent interest in supporting programmers while debugging failures by automating aspects of the repair process. As yet, most automated repair methods assume programmers have access to program source code and so focus on internal software changes [16, 17]. However we assume services are “black-boxes”; that is, implementation details such as source code or documentation are unavailable. Consequently, programmers cannot modify the failed service or rely on source code for insight into its functionality. Hence we focus our repair method on substitute recommendations and not on source code modifications.

Without source code, we need an alternative description of service functionality. Thus our idea is to describe service functionality by its behavior; that is, the observable relationship between its input and output. To facilitate this, we assume either services have instrumentation to capture runtime invocations [18], or we can glean runtime invocations from deployment logs or other histories of service executions [19]. In this manner, we can sample functionality instead of constructing it manually with external representations such as tags, ontologies, or natural language text, which are often incomplete, ambiguous, or simply inaccurate [20].

\section{Service Repair Problem}

We begin by formalizing the service repair problem: Given a failed service $s_0$, and assuming available services are registered in a repository $R$, the problem is to recommend another service $s^*$ (or set of services) from $R$ such that $s^*$ would be a “good” substitute for $s_0$.

The thesis of this dissertation is service behavior can be modeled, sampled economically and compared efficiently. Then, given a service defined in our model, we can recommend substitute services (from a repository) that behave similarly. Therefore, in this dissertation, we investigate the problem of repair in service-oriented software, and present a model for information services, a definition for measuring the similarity between two services, and a language for expressing compositions of services. After explaining our model, we present a
heuristic to extract a representative sample of service behavior while keeping sample size small. Then, we apply our model to the task of recommending substitutes and present a heuristic for improving the performance of our recommendations. Finally, we expand our goal to the task of recommending service repairs in compositions of services.

1.3 A Summary of Research Contributions

In the course of our investigation, we focus our analysis on three major research issues: service behavior, service substitution, and service composition. In what follows, we isolate five challenges and describe a contributions toward each.

1.3.1 A Model for Information Services

Our statement of the problem assumes a repository of information services where each service is described by its behavior, so before we make any recommendations, we must develop a formal model for information services. The model is to be economical and general, providing structures for addressing the essential issues in the composition, substitutions, and repair of existing services. The challenge is to create a model that allows for significant automation of these processes, i.e., given a service described in the model, be able to recommend substitutions.

As a result, in Chapter 3, we present a model that abstracts services as functions from input values to output values. An important feature of the model is the input and output of a service could be arbitrarily complex. For example, a service that returns the value of a stock portfolio — given a particular date and a set of stock symbols and their corresponding quantities — has input which is a pair comprising a single value (date) and an arbitrarily-sized set of pairs (stock symbol and quantity). Towards this end, our model defines the syntax of service input/output parameters as domain expressions.

Another feature of the model is the functionality of services need not be represented externally — by means of natural language descriptions, sets of keywords, ontologies, and so on. Instead, functionality is inferred from observable behavior. Thus the extensions of
these functions, which we call behavior tables, provide the semantics of these services.

As behavior tables could be very large (even infinite), we make two pragmatic adjustments to our model. First, we assume only samples of the behavior tables are available. To address this challenge, our model establishes a common set of inputs in which meaningful behavior table samples can be extracted. Second, our model handles the situation when services may not respond with valid output given sample input values. We call these invalid outputs exceptions.

1.3.2 A Definition for Service Similarity

Our problem asserts we can recommend “good” substitutes for a given service. As such, our model of information services requires a formal notion of service similarity. This similarity definition must handle the structure of the output (a single value, a set of values, or a sequence of values from different attributes), and it must gauge both output similarity (when both services produce an output) and coverage similarity (when one service produces an output and the other does not).

Towards this end, in Chapter 5, we define a notion of service similarity based on observable behavior. Similarity is measured with distance metrics. Each basic domain (such as real numbers or character strings) is associated with a simple metric, and these metrics are then combined to create complex metrics that could be associated with domain expressions. Given two services with identically structured inputs and outputs, their similarity is derived from the similarity of their outputs a common set of inputs. Additionally, the definition is extended to deal with service exceptions: instances in which services might not provide valid outputs as expected. In Chapter 7, we apply our model and notion of similarity to the task of recommending service substitutes.

1.3.3 A Heuristic for Sampling Small Behavior Tables

Our model assumes the ability to extract meaningful samples of service functionality. This could be stated as a concept learning problem where the goal is to find a set of observations
that can be used to distinguish services from each other.

We highlight here some of the challenges that our behavior sampling heuristic addresses. First, it must generate unbiased service tests automatically and handle different service exceptions (e.g., no response, error message) gracefully. A test value may be acceptable as input but the services may not respond with output, thus exceptions require special treatment. Second, the number of service calls must be of the smallest size that assures an accurate representation. Indeed, the sample size reflects the dimensionality of our behavior, so our challenge is to reduce the number of dimensions and keep only a minimum number of tests. Hence we want to comprehend the difference between services using the smallest number of tests. This is because testing entails costly network traffic, but also because excessive testing might cause servers to block future access.

Towards this end, in Chapter 6, we present a heuristic to extract small samples of service behavior by means of testing. The objective is to determine the “ideal” sample size that successfully exceeds a predefined threshold of behavior quality and another predefined threshold for change. To this end, we design a sample strategy that iteratively increases the number of tests until a level of accuracy converges; that is, additional tests do not yield significant changes in behavior quality. These samples are obtained by querying the services with random values selected from their input and observing their output.

**Are small behavior table samples meaningful reflections of service functionality?**

To evaluate our model, we must demonstrate that samples of behavior indeed reflect the functionality inherent among services. That is, that services that behave similarly group together. Consequently, we measure behavior quality by comparing the number of agreements between cluster assignments derived from sample behavior tables and actual cluster assignments of service functionality. The idea is as the number of service calls increases there will be a corresponding change in service clusters. Then, we can compare these clusters to the true clusters and so measure the accuracy of our behavior samples. Thus we can gauge the difference between successive sample sizes, so when clusters change less than
a predefined threshold, we can stop the sampling process and establish a common sample size.

Our results indicate reliable behavior can be learned from relatively small samples where 10 to 32 tests can reflect service functionality with cluster accuracy ranging from 83% to 95%. Additionally, statistical significance tests validate results do not happen by chance. Hence given this small size, we could assume that this sample behavior is stored alongside the service in a repository.

1.3.4 A Heuristic for Improving Substitution Performance

Our thesis asserts we can recommend a service that can replace the functionality offered by another. Hence we address the issue of service substitution: How to best replace one service with another? Recommending the service (or group of services) that are most similar to a given service can be stated as a $k$-nearest neighbors problem.

A naïve solution to the problem of recommending substitutions is to compare the observable behavior of the given service to each candidate service. This search for a substitute is exhaustive (i.e., ‘brute-force’) where the search space includes all possible substitutions for each service. While this approach serves to define our objective, it is obviously inefficient. Indeed as the service-oriented paradigm gains popularity, the number of available services increases substantially, making the searches for substitutions more complicated and costly, and raising the need for heuristics to improve recommendation performance [21]. Hence our primary research goal is to develop heuristics that will arrive at high quality recommendations in acceptable time.

To avoid long computations at the time when the substitutions are needed, similarity measurements should be prepared ahead of time. Since metrics could be complex and the number of services large, the cost could be high. To overcome this challenge, in Chapter 7, we describe a heuristic that embeds the given set of services into a vector space, where the complexity of measurement is reduced dramatically.
Are substitution recommendations accurate and efficient?

The quality of our substitutions requires experimental validation. Using synthetic services, our experiments show the precision of our recommendations to be between 88% and 97% for individual services. In addition, our experiments show that the metric space embedding heuristic reduces recommendation time by as much as 98%.

1.3.5 A Method for Recommending Substitutions in Service Compositions

At times, a single service may not provide the desired information, but assume it may be computed in a composition built from services in the repository. In Chapter 5 and 7, we described how this service can be substituted with an alternative chosen from a repository. The new service must be input-output compatible with the failed service, and it should exhibit the closest behavior to it (i.e., maximize a service similarity measure that we adopt). Still, in Chapter 8, we consider the more complex situation in which the failed service is contained in a composition.

This new situation presents several challenges: First, we must consider the option that, instead of substituting the failed service with another repository service, we might get better results by substituting an entire sub-expression in which the failed service is contained (possibly even the whole composition). The new composition could be more efficient in that it would achieve similar functionality with fewer services. This requires the repair procedure to consider all the sub-expressions in which a failed service is contained.

Furthermore, recommending a good substitution cannot be done “locally”, where the failed service (or a sub-expression that contains it) is compared with the new alternative. Instead, we must compare the behavior of the original composition to the behavior of the new composition that results. Obviously, in these processes we must have access to the behavior of compositions. The challenge is, unlike repository services, the behavior of compositions is not readily available, and must be inferred from behavior samples of its component services.
To express compositions of repository services, in Chapter 4, we define a simple language to create service expressions with the help of two operations, called compose and combine. Then, we define a transformation that takes services expressions and maps them to behavior tables.

In addition, in Chapter 8, we present a method that considers potential repair options and recommends a ranked list of repairs to the programmer. Obviously, there could be situations where no recommended repair is deemed acceptable since a service “similar enough” to the failed service could not be found.

**Are substitution recommendations in compositions accurate?**

Two aspects of substitutions in a composition require experimental validation. First, we must demonstrate that the compositions of estimations of behavior is a good estimate for the behavior of the compositions. The second aspect is the quality of our repair recommendations in composite services. Our experiment showed that when the list of recommendations is of length 10, in 85% of tests a repair that with the same semantics as the failed composition is recommended.

### 1.4 Research Goals and Dissertation Outline

The following four goals outline our investigation of the service repair problem. Together, they scope our analysis of the problem as well as guide our solutions. Our first three goals are to develop a formal model for information services, to define a notion of service similarity, and to specify a language for service compositions. Once a service is expressed in our model, the fourth goal is repair; that is, recommend substitutes when a service fails.

The rest of this dissertation offers a formal treatment of the service repair problem. To this end, we provide a detailed description of our service model in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we present a language for service compositions. A definition of similarity between services is presented in Chapter 5. A method for sampling service behavior, and a heuristic for
determining behavior sample size is presented in Chapter 6. Then, a method for recommending substitutions in a single service context is present in Chapter 7, plus a heuristic for improving the performance of service comparisons. Then, in Chapter 8, we describe our approach to analyzing repair options in compositions of services. In Chapter 9, we conclude with potential directions for future work and final remarks. Next, we begin with a broad description of the research areas most related to this dissertation in Chapter 2. The following table outlines where each contribution can be found in this dissertation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A Model for Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A Definition for Service Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A Heuristic for Sampling Small Behavior Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A Heuristic for Improving Substitution Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A Language for Service Compositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A Method for Recommending Substitutions in Service Composition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2: Background

This dissertation focuses on the recommendation of service substitutes after a component service fails. Hence, we introduce a model and various methods to maintain functionality of deployed service compositions. It is, therefore, helpful to consider prior research in three active software engineering topics: adaptive software, code search, and service substitutions. In each area, we focus our investigation on service-oriented software. Next, we discuss briefly background information necessary to place our research in the context of these larger areas.

2.1 Service Oriented Architecture

SOA is an approach to software design that is characterized by the concept of services and three related activities: discovery of services, remote invocation of services, and composition of services [22, 23].

In service-oriented software engineering, services function as a computational wrappers around resources (e.g., information, algorithm, or hardware) [23]. In addition, services enumerate and describe resource operations available to clients. Typically, these operations are small in scope, perform a single task, and avoid long execution times. Services are implemented in a native programming language and made accessible to clients via well-defined interfaces such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL) files or Representational State Transfer (REST) forms. This separation of implementation and description allows clients to use services without regard to source code.

Service discovery is the activity of finding services given some query for functionality. To facilitate this, SOA assumes service repositories can store and manage information pertinent to the location and the description of registered services. Generally, the registration process is manual and uses the Universal, Description, Discovery, and Integration language (UDDI)
standard. Discovery unburdens service consumers from knowing where on the network services reside and what functionality services offer.

To invoke a service, the client provides input, the service executes locally with this input, and then it returns the output to the client. This message exchange occurs over HTTP and may be defined in many standard message formats called bindings. For example, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages are a typical means for exchanging messages and more recently REST-based is an increasingly popular binding alternative that accepts input by standard HTML forms and returns XML documents. Generally, these binding methods follow remote procedure call principles intended to abstract operation invocation from implementation. It is this abstraction that offers SOA practitioners platform independence and programming language neutrality [23].

Service composition is the final related activity wherein programmers compose services together. This composition appears to clients as a single service. Generally, programmers build compositions manually by selecting desired operations from a collection of pre-existing services. To aid programmers in this activity, popular standards such as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) are available to visually plan and model compositions. This planning is an iterative activity: Find relevant services and then sequence them together. Service reuse offers SOA designers architectural flexibility and service interchangeability to their applications.

2.2 Adaptive Software

Correction after unexpected software modification is also a theme in adaptive software research [24]. This field explores techniques to adapt software in response to changes to user needs, to run-time environments, or to program properties. In the context of service-oriented software, the goal is to maintain service functionality by reconfiguring its architecture (re-arrange sequences of services such that different service compositions perform the same functional requirements [25,25,26]), by adjusting its parameters (refine the properties of
service in a composition [24, 27]), or exchanging its components (replace a single service in compositions with an equivalent service [28]). We call the third type of adaptation a substitution and it is the emphasis of our review.

Self-adaptive systems emphasize the selection of alternative services in situations when the runtime environment affects the continued operation of software [27]. In particular, self-healing approaches initiate service substitution when stated Quality of Service (QoS) requirements are no longer met. The issue of when to initiate substitutions is addressed in [29]; in contradistinction, our work addresses the issue of which services should be selected as substitutions.

Given a multitude of services that perform similar functions, this raises the issue of choosing the “best” substitute. There are numerous approaches that define the concept of best, but generally, the objective is to select the most relevant services from among a set of choices. In [28, 30–33], differences in quality of service (QoS) parameters are considered when choosing between equivalent services. Quality is measured by [28] as the greatest similarity between the QoS of a candidate substitution and the QoS expected of a given service composition, and in [33] quality is measured by utility functions that are defined by domain experts and given run-time performance data. In contrast, we emphasize differences in observable behavior and not quality of service.

Additionally, the previous works assume information about service functionality is given by external sources whereas we learn service functionality from run-time traces. For this purpose, our approach is facilitated by instrumenting software as it runs and then collecting invocation traces in a repository [18]. Of course, this type of information can also be gleaned from deployment logs or other histories of program executions [19, 34].

A second essential issue we address is the formal representation of service compositions. Similar to our approach, the research in [35] uses input-output behavior to model program behavior; however, it does not consider intermediate program states such that occur in service compositions. In addition, the research of [36] uses input-output behavior to compose loop-free programs built from a repository, but in contrast, its formal representation of
semantics is captured in constraints derived from output values whereas our representation of semantics is captured in tables of output values.

Finally, the work in [37] proposes a technique to find sequences of services that act as a ‘workaround’ for a failed component service. Like our research [37] supports repair of service-oriented programs; however, their technique requires knowledge as to which services are substitutable. On the other hand, our work uses services similarity to find service substitutes.

2.3 Code Search

Given a query service, our task is to find similar services from a repository such that one may replace the other. Towards this end, many approaches to code search adapt information retrieval techniques (e.g., classification schemes, free-text indexing, and relational databases) to indexing software artifacts [38–41]. These works assume textual descriptions of functionality are given. However services are generally offered without source code or documentation, and available WSDL files that describe service functionality are often incomplete, inaccurate, or ambiguous. For this reason, we use outputs from a system-supplied sample of inputs.

Furthermore, these works retrieve services based only on exact keyword matches whereas we define a general method to measure the similarity between services. Thus, an essential concept within our model is service similarity, and an essential issue is the measurement of two compatible service behaviors. This is an example of the widely researched nearest neighbor problem in metric spaces [42, 43] where “nearest to a given query service” is interpreted as the service with the smallest distance to an example service.

Our work introduces a model for services, and it is therefore helpful to consider other approaches to this subject. The area of service modeling is vast and mostly out of the scope of this work, and we therefore focus on a small but diverse group of formal models for service discovery. These are models that examine service descriptions that are informative for search, and address the need to retrieve a relevant service.
The most popular approach to service description is the WSDL file. These files describe
service operations and parameters as elements in standard XML format. In [44] and [45],
custom similarity functions are designed based on information gleaned from a statistical
analysis of large WSDL collections. A bag-of-words model is used in [44] to find services
that are within some edit distance to indexed WSDL files. In a similar vein, [45] recommends
substitutable services based on extended string matching that incorporates tendencies found
in WSDL naming conventions. Searching for service alternatives is also our goal; however,
our approach builds a model from service behavior. In addition, we query our model by
example; that is, find substitutions using a description of behavior rather than keywords.

The use of metrics for defining service similarity is discussed in [46, 47]. The metrics
in the former work are based on the similarity of terms that are extracted from the corre-
sponding WSDL descriptions (as well as other related terms). The latter work measures
service similarity based on the commonalities in the structures of the services (e.g., the
internal processes used). In neither case is the similarity derived from observable behavior.

There are different interpretations of behavior. In [48] and [49], behavior is defined as
data flow between service invocations, statements of logic model these connections, and
similarity is defined as Boolean combinations of predicates. In [50], graph theory is used to
model behavior on the basis of the dependencies among service operations, and similarity
is based on graph edit distance. In contradistinction, we represent behavior as sets of
input/output observations. This approach is facilitated by instrumenting software as it
runs, and then collecting invocation traces in a repository [18]. This type of information
can also be gleaned from deployment logs or other histories of program executions [19].

Instead of modeling behavior, [51] presents a service retrieval approach inspired by the
relational model. The goal is to optimize QoS queries using techniques from database query
processing. The research in [51] assumes sets of functionally equivalent services, whereas
our work seeks to find equivalent services. In addition, [51] emphasizes differences in QoS
parameter when choosing between equivalent services, whereas we emphasize differences in
behavior.
An essential concept within our model is the similarity of services. The concept of similarity, it should be pointed out, has been researched extensively in other fields, including psychology [52,53]. As services are software modules, it is worth mentioning that the notion of similarity is fundamental to many applications in software engineering, including code completion [54], extracting source code snippets [40], visualizing software interfaces [55], and indexing source code repositories [38].

The challenge we address — efficiently finding the services most similar to a given service — is an example of the widely researched nearest neighbor problem [43,56]. Our criterion for similarity is defined by metric spaces [42], where “nearest to a given service” is interpreted as the service with the smallest distance to the service. Previous applications of metric spaces to service-oriented computing focused on finding geographically close services in ubiquitous computing environments [57, 58]. The goal is to make frequent service lookups efficient by balancing the load among service locators. Similar to our approach, services in [58] are treated as points in a metric space and then embedded into a vector space. However, similarity is not the focus of that work and it assumes that an ontology is available to model service properties.

### 2.4 Service Substitutions

The essence of the work described here is to extract the behavior of Web services by judicious testing; then use the results of testing to measure service similarity and derive samples of service functionality using cluster analysis. We discuss here briefly prior research in these subjects.

Testing is a familiar means for assessing the behavior of software; usually to ascertain that the software performs according to its specification [59]. In the context of SOA, testing has been similarly used to gain confidence that the service integrating application performs as expected [60]. In this vein, [61] suggests verifying and validating Web services with techniques of data perturbation. In contradistinction, our objective here is to generate a
suite of tests that extract the behavior of services.

We use cluster analysis to determine when there are enough tests to reflect service behavior. Cluster analysis is an unsupervised learning method such that the goal is to partition data into sets based on a notion of **resemblance**: A formula that specifies a measure of similarity. This measure defines what the learning method expects to ‘see’ when comparing two objects [62]. There are two motivations for clustering: **data exploration** where clusters provide insight into the nature of the data (e.g., visualizations) and **data generalization** where clusters form equivalent classes (i.e., cluster membership indicates proximity). The second motivation is a form of unsupervised classification, that is, the learning method does not require class labels given by experts. In contrast, supervised methods of classification learn to recognize objects from manually labeled training data.

Generally, clustering algorithms divide into two main approaches: hierarchical and partitional [63]. Each approach has advantages and there is no definitive rationale for choosing one over the other. However the choice of algorithm depends on several aspects of the data such as type (qualitative or quantitative), dimensionality (single value or vector value), and natural cluster structure (overlapping or non-intersecting). For instance, the structure of hierarchical approaches generate nested clusters that form a tree structure and partitional approaches generate disjoint sets of clusters. If the clustering problem does not require a particular choice, then the selection decision reduces to algorithm performance or quality.

A “good” clustering is one where inter-cluster distance (i.e., cohesion) is small and intra-cluster distance (i.e., separation) is large. Other measures of validity are defined by the extent to which clusters adhere to an intended purpose. For example, classification by clustering organizes data objects into groups so that they are more efficiently retrieved later. In this case, measures of precision and recall may be more important means to evaluate the quality of clustering.

Several works have explored the subject of service clustering [41, 64–66]. Invariably, the requisite information for clustering is derived from the files that describe the Web services (WDSL). Typically, the extracted keywords are processed with information retrieval
techniques (e.g., singular vector decomposition) to create vector representations of services. The similarity of these representations is then measured with standard IR measures (e.g., cosine). In contradistinction, our methods ignore WSDL descriptions entirely, and the similarity measures that we introduce have been designed to estimate the similarity of behaviors, rather than the similarity of descriptions.

The goal of the four works discussed above is to locate services that satisfy a need; and this need is assumed to be specified with IR-style keywords. In [67] users must describe their needs with keywords, which are then used to search through WSDL files for appropriate matches. Somewhat different, [68] attempts to locate services based on non-functional attributes, such as security or reliability. Our purpose here is different from these all: We aim to locate substitutions. Hence, our search goal is specified with an example (not keywords): Find services that performs like a particular service.

Finally, we discuss three works that are most closely related to the work described in this paper. Finding substitutable services is also the subject of [69]. It shares an important principle with our work: Services are described with tables that specify their inputs and outputs, and table-to-table similarities are used to determine substitutability. The approach is elegant, but it ignores many critical issues, including the automatic generation of such tables with unbiased samples, the determination of minimal samples that meet an accuracy threshold, the clustering of services into equivalence sets, and the appropriate handling of null outputs of various kinds.

The subject of [70] is a process for evaluating component replaceability. It, too, adopts the approach that service behavior is observed through its input-output mappings. But, like the previously discussed paper, it has a single focus: the generation of a test suite and the analysis of its results.
Chapter 3: A Model for Information Services

We begin our investigation of the service repair problem by considering an essential issue: How to describe service functionality? Given a service, a good substitute should be compatible and should behave similarly. To this end, our model captures aspects of information services in formal structures that accurately represent their syntax and semantics. Thus this dissertation introduces a model for information services that emphasizes the ability to represent service functionality and recommend service substitutes.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- In Section 3.1 and 3.2, we present a definition of services that models the syntax and semantics of services.

- Then we present two pragmatic adjustments to our model in Section 3.3: behavior table samples and exceptions.

3.1 Domain Expressions

Before defining services, we address how to model the syntax of service input and output parameters with a formal notion of domains. A domain is a set of values that share similar syntax and semantics. A domain is either simple or complex. A simple domain is a set of scalar values of a certain type. For now, we assume only two types: numbers and character strings. The values of a domain have shared semantics. For example, a domain may be a range of temperatures, a set of Zip codes, or a set of stock symbols. Simple domains may be combined to form complex domains with two operators, aggregate and sequence.

- Given a domain \( \alpha \), the aggregation of \( \alpha \) forms a new domain, denoted \( \{\alpha\} \), in which each element is a set of elements of \( \alpha \).
Given domains $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n$, the sequencing of $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n$, forms a new domain, denoted $(\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n)$, in which each element is a sequence of $n$ elements in which the $i^{th}$ element is from the domain $\alpha_i$.

For example, a set of Zip codes may be aggregated to denote a destination, $\{\text{Zipcode}\}$. As another example, values of latitude, longitude and elevation may be sequenced to denote a 3-position coordinate, $(\text{latitude}, \text{longitude}, \text{elevation})$.\(^1\)

These two operations may be combined to create arbitrarily complex domain expressions from simple domains. Let $\alpha$ denote a simple domain, then the grammar for defining domain expressions $\Delta$ is:

$$\Delta ::= \alpha \mid \{\Delta\} \mid (\Delta, \ldots, \Delta) \quad (3.1)$$

### 3.2 Services

We view services as software components that provide data in response to requests. These components are stateless and free of side-effects; that is, their responses depend only on the input in the requests, and these responses are the only outcome of the requests. As such, an information service is a data object encapsulated in specific input and output protocols. Alternatively, one could consider each service as a small database that is wrapped to process one type of query. Hence our model abstracts information services as functions from input domains to output domains:

**Definition 3.1.** Let $A$ and $B$ be two domains, a service $s$ is a function $s : A \rightarrow B$.

An example of a service over simple domains is the service $s_1$ that receives the name of a country and returns its capital city $s_1 : \text{country} \rightarrow \text{city}$. Examples of services over complex domains are the service $s_2$ that receives a set of Zip codes and returns the current average temperature and humidity $s_2 : \{\text{zip}\} \rightarrow (\text{temp, humidity})$; the service $s_3$ that

\(^{1}\)Note that in set-theoretical terms, the sequence of domains corresponds to their Cartesian product.
receives the title of a movie and return pairs of theaters and show times $s_3 : \text{title} \rightarrow \{(\text{theater, time})\}$; and the service $s_4$ that receives a combination of stock symbol and date and returns the opening, closing, low and high prices for that date $s_4 : \text{(stock, date)} \rightarrow \text{(open, close, high, low)}$.

Consider a service $s$ with input domain $A$ and output domain $B$.

**Definition 3.2.** *The signature of $s$ is the pair $(A, B)$ of input and output domain expressions.*

Finally, two services $s_1$ and $s_2$ are said to be *compatible* if they have the same input domain and the same output domain, i.e., same signature. A repository of services $\mathcal{R}$ may thus be *partitioned* into subsets of compatible services. It should be emphasized that this partitioning is largely syntactical, and compatible services could behave very differently. For example, there could be several compatible services from the input domain *stock* to the output domain *price*. However, one would return the most recent closing price of the stock, another could return the 90-day average, and yet another could return the 5-week high. Hence a repository may contain a collection of compatible services but subsets may behave very differently.

### 3.2.1 Behavior

A good substitution for a given service should not only be compatible, but should also *behave* similarly. Thus in our model, the semantics of a service is provided by the extension of the function, which we call service behavior.

**Definition 3.3.** *The behavior of $s$ is the set of values in the domain $A$ and their matched values in the domain $B$: $\{(a, s(a)) \mid a \in A\}$.*

**Definition 3.4.** *An individual behavior pair $(a, s(a))$ is an instance of the service $s$.\footnote{This distinction between signature and behavior is similar to the distinction between intension and extension, common in logic and in databases.}*
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Behavior may be represented in a two column behavior table, in which each row is an instance. For example, assuming the input domain has cardinality $p$, the behavior of $s$ has $p$ instances:

$$S:$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$s(a_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
<td>$\vdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_p$</td>
<td>$s(a_p)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is often useful to view the service $s$ as a simple query processor of a single table that can handle one type of query: given a value $a \in A$ it retrieves $\pi_B(\sigma_{A=a}(S))$.

### 3.3 Pragmatic Adjustments

Our definition service behavior requires two pragmatic adjustments to our model so that we can recommend substitute services. The first adjustment considers the issue of very large (or even infinite) input domains that result in intractable behavior tables. For example, a service that provides the total rainfall for a location given a Zip code would have about 43,000 instances. A service that converts degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius would have an infinite number of instances.$^3$

#### 3.3.1 Reducing the Dimensionality of Behavior Tables

Our definition of service behavior assumes the input and output of services is available in their entirety, and to determine the functionality of a service we must know its entire set of instances. In practice, this assumption is impractical for a variety of reasons. First, in many instances services are stored as executable code, not as tables (a simple example is the aforementioned service that converts degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius). Second,

$^3$For now we ignore the fact that this type of service is better stored as a formula, such as $C = (F - 32) \cdot 5/9$. 
even when stored in tables, these tables are “wrapped” in protocols that permit queries that access few instances at a time. Finally, even when the tables are available, their sizes may be substantial thus requiring many costly service calls.

We address this issue by considering only samples of behavior tables. Such samples must be statistically valid; namely, random and of sufficient size. Of course, by using samples rather than the “true” behavior tables, our methods work with estimated behavior. A sample (estimate) of behavior table $S$ will be denoted $\overline{S}$. Typically, a sample of size $n$ is obtained by a sequence of $n$ single-instance calls to the service. In chapter six, we show how relatively small samples (of about 16 instances) may be obtained that convey satisfactorily the “traits” of a behavior.

### 3.3.2 Exceptions in Behavior Tables

Formally, a service should respond to inputs that are in its domain, whereas in real-world situations, services may be invoked with inputs that are outside their domains. Hence, our second pragmatic adjustment introduces a special value called exception which is added to every domain. When a service receives an input outside its domain (or when it receives exception input), it returns exception in each of its outputs. This implies that tables of estimated behavior may contain exceptions.

In other words, each sample point $a_i$ might result in three types of output $s(a_i)$: (1) a valid value, (2) an error value (illegal input), or (3) a missing value (no response). These outputs are all encoded in the behavior table. Both error values and missing values are exceptions. A missing value reflects a service invocation without a response. It resembles a database null of the type not available [71]. In data mining applications such values are often imputed from other values [72]. On the other hand, an error value indicates that the input is outside the expected domain. It resembles a database null of the type not applicable [71] (and imputation is entirely unjustified). Indeed, that one service responds to an input with a proper value, whereas another issues an error message, is an indication
of service dissimilarity. 4

Consider this small 4-instance behavior table sample in which service exceptions are denoted with —:

\[ \overline{S}: \]

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(s(a_1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_4)</td>
<td>(s(a_4))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this example, we estimate the behavior table with a behavior table sample, which includes four service instances of two valid output and two exception output, one missing value and one error value respectively.

4These exception values are similar to database null values.
Chapter 4: A Language for Service Compositions

In the last chapter, we provided formal definitions for domain expressions, a single service, and associated properties with services such as the service signature and service behavior. Recall that our goal is to develop methods for repairing compositions that stop functioning due to the failure of a component service, so in this chapter we address another essential issue: recommending substitutes in service compositions.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- We introduce a language for describing service compositions in Section 4.1 and show how to express compositions in a simple language with two operations: compose and combine.

- In Section 4.2, we define the mapping from service expressions to behavior tables.

### 4.1 Compose and Combine Operators

Compositions are formed from individual services (which we call basic services), with two operators, compose and combine. The expressions that result define new composite services that model the flow of data among a set of basic services found in the repository. The compose and combine operators are both binary: each connects two “compatible” services to create a composite service. The compose operator executes services in sequence, whereas the combine operator executes services in parallel. Together, they represent new composite services.

Consider two services:
\[ s_1 : A \rightarrow B \]
\[ s_2 : B \rightarrow C \]

Note that the co-domain of \( s_1 \) is the domain of \( s_2 \).

**Definition 4.1.** The compose, denoted \( s_1 \circ s_2 \), is defined as the composition of the two functions:

\[ s_1 \circ s_2 : A \rightarrow C \quad (4.1) \]
\[ (s_1 \circ s_2)(a) = s_2(s_1(a)) \]

It is often desirable to connect the outputs of two (or more) services to the inputs of another service, or the output of one service to the inputs of two (or more) services. Towards this goal, we define the *combine* operator. Assume

\[ s_3 : A \rightarrow C \]
\[ s_4 : B \rightarrow D \]

**Definition 4.2.** The combine operator, denoted \((s_1, s_2)\), is defined as the product of the two functions: \(^1\)

\[ (s_3, s_4) : (A, B) \rightarrow (C, D) \quad (4.2) \]
\[ (s_3, s_4)(a, b) = (s_3(a), s_4(b)) \]

\(^1\)We use \((s_3, s_4)\) instead of the more common functional notation \( s_3 \times s_4 \), and we use \((C, D)\) instead of the more common set notation \( C \times D \).
To demonstrate the use of both operators together, assume another service $s_5$:

$$s_5 : (C, D) \rightarrow E$$

We compose $(s_3, s_4)$ with $s_5$ to create $(s_3, s_4) \circ s_5$:

$$((s_3, s_4) \circ s_5) : (A, B) \rightarrow E \quad (4.3)$$

$$((s_3, s_4) \circ s_5)(a, b) = s_5(s_3(a), s_4(b))$$

The composite service $(s_3, s_4) \circ s_5$ connects the outputs $s_3$ and $s_4$ to the input of $s_5$.

In duality, we can use combine and compose to connect the outputs of one service to the inputs of two (or more) services. Assume services $s_6$, $s_7$ and $s_8$:

$$s_6 : F \rightarrow A$$

$$s_7 : G \rightarrow B$$

$$s_8 : E \rightarrow (F, G)$$

We compose $s_8$ with $(s_6, s_7)$ to create $s_8 \circ (s_6, s_7)$:

$$(s_8 \circ (s_6, s_7)) : E \rightarrow (A, B) \quad (4.4)$$

$$(s_8 \circ (s_6, s_7))(e) = (s_6(s_8(e)), s_7(s_8(e)))$$

Finally, we can compose the service described in Equation 4 with the service described in Equation 3 to create the service
Figure 4.1 illustrates the compositions described in Equations 1–5. In these diagrams each service is represented with a rectangle with in-coming and out-going arrows. Note that each such arrow represents multiple inputs and outputs (the arrows may be labeled with the inputs and outputs).

### 4.1.1 Service Expressions

The following grammar defines our language in which we generate service expressions with compose and combine operations.

\[
< expression > ::= ( < compose > ) | ( < combine > ) | service
\]

\[
< compose > ::= < compose > \circ < expression > | < expression >
\]

\[
< combine > ::= < combine >, < expression > | < expression >
\]

The second and third lines create, respectively, arbitrarily long compositions and combinations of expressions. The first line replaces expressions by basic services. The first line allows, in addition, to embed chains of compositions or chains of combinations, when enclosed in parentheses. The result of our grammar are formulas that represent the connections of services in compositions.
4.2 Behavior of Service Expressions

So far, we supposed a repository of services $\mathcal{R}$, defined two operators, and we assume services $s_1,\ldots,s_k$ in $\mathcal{R}$ have encapsulated behavior $\overline{S_1},\ldots,\overline{S_k}$ captured in behavior table samples. Until given an interpretation, service expressions represent syntactically correct composite services but lack any meaning. We turn now to a discussion on assigning meaning to service expressions and then proceed to propagate the behavior of basic services to subexpressions.
The behavior (extension) of service compositions is derived from the behavior of basic services, as implied by Equations (1) and (2). Consider two services $s_1$ and $s_2$ with corresponding behavior tables $S_1$ and $S_2$.

1. The behavior table of their composition $s_1 \circ s_2$ (Equation (1)) is simply the relational algebra join followed by a projection that removes the join columns $\pi_{A,C}(S_1 \Join S_2)$.

2. The behavior table of their combination (Equation (2)) is simply the Cartesian product $S_1 \times S_2$.

However, recall our pragmatic adjustment to use only samples (estimates) of the extensions of services. This suggests that we must derive the samples of the behavior of compositions from the samples of the behavior of the basic services; that is, from $\overline{S_1}$ and $\overline{S_2}$:

$$\pi_{A,C}(S_1 \Join S_2) \approx \pi_{A,C}(\overline{S_1} \Join \overline{S_2}) \quad (4.6)$$

$$\overline{S_1} \times \overline{S_2} \approx \overline{S_1} \times \overline{S_2} \quad (4.7)$$

The join in Equation (6) presents a pragmatic difficulty in that some of the values in the output column of $\overline{S_1}$ may not be available in the input column of $\overline{S_2}$ resulting in samples with an insufficient number of instances. This could be remedied by invoking $s_2$ with the unmatched values in the output column of $\overline{S_2}$. These unmatched values are preserved with the relational algebra left outer join.

As an example, consider services

$$s_1 : A \rightarrow B$$
$$s_2 : C \rightarrow D$$
$$s_3 : (B, D) \rightarrow E$$
with the following behavior samples\(^2\)

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
S_1 & S_2 & S_3 \\
\hline
A & B & C & D & B & D & E \\
1 & 2 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 4 \\
2 & 3 & 2 & 4 & 2 & 4 & 6 \\
3 & 6 & 2 & 6 & 2 & 6 & 8 \\
4 & 8 & 3 & 2 & 3 & 2 & 5 \\
& & 3 & 4 & 3 & 4 & 7 \\
& & 3 & 6 & 3 & 6 & 9 \\
\end{array}
\]

Consider now the service composition

\[ (s_1, s_2) \circ s_3 : (A, C) \rightarrow E \]

The behavior sample for \((s_1, s_2)\) is\(^3\)

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
S_1 \times S_2 & \\
A & C & B & D \\
1 & 1 & 2 & 2 \\
1 & 2 & 2 & 4 \\
1 & 3 & 2 & 6 \\
1 & 4 & 2 & 8 \\
2 & 1 & 3 & 2 \\
2 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
2 & 3 & 3 & 6 \\
2 & 4 & 3 & 8 \\
\end{array}
\]

and for the entire expression \((s_1, s_2) \circ s_3\)

\(^2\)Intuitively, \(s_1\) increments its input, \(s_2\) doubles its input, and \(s_3\) sums its two inputs.

\(^3\)Note that the columns have been rearranged.
Note that the outer left join of \((A, C, B, D)\) and \((B, D, E)\) introduces two exceptions (null values). These will require invoking \(s_3\) twice more, with the inputs \((2,8)\) and \((3,8)\), to obtain the values 10 and 11, respectively.

\[
\pi_{A,C,E}(S_1 \times S_2 \bowtie S_3)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5: A Definition for Service Similarity

Given a service $s_0$ and a set of services, we are interested in the service $s^*$ whose behavior is most similar to $s_0$. Thus, in this dissertation, the second issue we address is service substitution. Towards this end, we define a notion of service similarity that captures our intuition about comparing two behavior tables. In what follows, we describe this definition in detail and discuss how we overcome the challenges related to measuring the similarity of behavior.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- We present in Section 5.1 our method for measuring the distance between elements of domain expressions.
- Then, we describe our definition of service similarity in Section 5.2 which we handle exceptions in behavior.

5.1 Service Similarity

A question that often arises in service-oriented software is whether two given services are “similar” to each other; i.e., whether one service could substitute for the other. To answer this question we must define service similarity. We limit our discussion here to the similarity of compatible services.

5.1.1 Similarity of Domain Elements

To measure the similarity between the elements of a domain we define a metric for that domain. A metric for a domain $A$ is a function $d$ from the product $A \times A$ to the real numbers that satisfies
1. $d(a_1, a_2) \geq 0$

2. $d(a_1, a_2) = 0 \iff a_1 = a_2$

3. $d(a_1, a_2) = d(a_2, a_1)$, and

4. $d(a_1, a_2) + d(a_2, a_3) \geq d(a_1, a_3)$.

It should be noted that, at times, these four requirements may be too restrictive, and in some applications where distances need to be measured, some of the requirements are relaxed. For example, the requirement for symmetry (the third requirement) may be inappropriate when measuring driving distances between cities, because connecting roads could be different in each direction (the measure is called a \textit{quasi metric}). In some applications, the requirement that the distance between different points be non-zero (the second requirement) is relaxed (the measure is called \textit{pseudo metric}); for example, if we wish to measure the distance between two points in the plane based only on their first coordinate: $d((x_1, x_2), (y_1, y_2)) = |x_1 - y_1|$. An example of relaxing the triangular inequality (the fourth requirement) is in distances based on the co-occurrence of terms in documents (the measure is called a \textit{semi metric}). Noting that the distances here denote \textit{behavior similarity}, it follows that all four requirements are sensible. For example, substituting a service $s_1$ with $s_2$ and then substituting $s_2$ with $s_3$ should not be any better than substituting $s_1$ with $s_3$ directly. Note, however, that in Section 7.1 we consider distances that are not symmetric.

Our approach is to establish distance metrics for simple domains, and then extend these metrics to complex domain expressions.\footnote{Note that metrics measure distance, and eventually we shall convert distance to similarity.}

In this dissertation, we focus on two simple domains: real numbers $R$ and character strings $S$. We note that extending the work to other domains should not be difficult. Distances among real numbers will be measured with the \textit{absolute value metric}, and distances among strings will be measured with the \textit{Levenshtein edit distance}. These two metrics are extended to metrics for general domains as follows.
Let \( x, y \) be elements of domain \( \alpha \) and assume that \( \alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n) \); that is, the final domain operation to create \( \alpha \) was sequencing. Then \( x \) and \( y \) are sequences: \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) and \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_n) \). We define the distance between \( x \) and \( y \) as the sum of the distances between the sequence components:

\[
d(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} d(x_i, y_i) \quad (5.1)
\]

Let \( x, y \) be elements of domain \( \alpha \) and assume that \( \alpha = \{\alpha_1\} \); that is, the final domain operation to create \( \alpha \) was aggregation. Then \( x \) and \( y \) are sets: \( x = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) and \( y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_m\} \). We define the distance between \( x \) and \( y \) as the Hausdorff distance between the sets. That is, first we calculate the directed distance from \( x \) to \( y \): For each element in \( x \) we choose the smallest of its distances to the \( m \) elements of \( y \), and then we choose the largest of the \( n \) distances thus obtained; we similarly calculate the directed distance from \( y \) to \( x \); and finally — to assure symmetry — we adopt the highest of the two distances:

\[
d(x, y) = \max\{\max_{x_i \in x}\{\min_{y_j \in y}\{d(x_i, y_j)\}\}, \max_{y_j \in y}\{\min_{x_i \in x}\{d(y_j, x_i)\}\}\} \quad (5.2)
\]

As the domains \( \alpha_i \) used to create \( \alpha \) could themselves be complex, these definitions are reapplied recursively, until all distances are calculated in simple domains, using the two basic metrics.

To illustrate, assume a domain \( \alpha = (S, \{R\}) \) and two values from this domain: (‘Jack’, \( \{1, 3, 5\} \)) and (‘Jill’, \( \{5, 8, 11, 14\} \)). The Levenshtein distance between ‘Jack’ and ‘Jill’ is 3; the Hausdorff distance between \( \{1, 3, 5\} \) and \( \{5, 8, 11, 14\} \) is 9; and the overall distance between (‘Jack’, \( \{1, 3, 5\} \)) and (‘Jill’, \( \{5, 8, 11, 14\} \)) is therefore \( 3 + 9 = 12 \).

Recall, our approach requires a corresponding distance function for each domain expression operator. The distance functions selected above are simple but not arbitrary. For example, an aggregation uses the maximal pair-wise distance rather than the average. We

\[\text{Note, we assume all component distances are normalized to the same range before summation.} \]
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took this cautious approach to distance calculation since we do not want to understate the
difference between two services. We could allow for other distance functions to be used;
however, regardless of the chosen distance function, we must ensure the final distance cal-
culation remains a metric. Note, the eventual distance function on α thus defined is indeed
a metric. This follows from (1) the distances defined on the simple domains (absolute value
and Levenshtein) are both metrics, (2) the distance between sequences as defined in Equa-
tion 5.1 is a metric,\(^3\) and (3) the distance between aggregates as defined in Equation 5.2 is
a metric.\(^4\)

Finally, we define the similarity between two elements of a domain as the reciprocal of
the distance:

\[
sim(x_1, x_2) = \frac{1}{d(x_1, x_2)}
\]  

(5.3)

5.1.2 Similarity of Behavior

Recall that we interpreted the similarity of two services (of the same signature) as the
similarity of their behaviors. Assume two services with identical signatures:

\[
s_1 : A \rightarrow B \\
s_2 : A \rightarrow B
\]

The similarity between \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) is defined as the average of the similarity of their
outputs for all possible inputs. Let \(|A| = n\). Then:

\[
sim(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{a \in A} \sim(s_1(a), s_2(a))
\]  

(5.4)

\(^3\)This metric is termed the product metric, as the new space is a product of the component spaces.

\(^4\)The final step in that process, taking the maximum of the two directed distances, assures the required
symmetry.
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As an example, assume a small domain \( A = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \) with the absolute value metric, a service \( s_1 \) that multiplies its input by 5, a service \( s_2 \) that multiplies its input by 6, and a service \( s_3 \) that adds 10 to its input. Their behavior tables can be combined:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>( s_1 )</th>
<th>( s_2 )</th>
<th>( s_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To calculate the similarity of any two services we average the similarity of their outputs for the four possible inputs: \( \text{sim}(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{2.5} = 0.4 \), \( \text{sim}(s_1, s_3) = \frac{1}{4} = 0.25 \) and \( \text{sim}(s_2, s_3) = \frac{1}{5} = 0.2 \).

5.1.3 Service Exceptions

As we mention in chapter three, similar to null values in database tables, behavior tables may have missing values as well. This happens when the service cannot deliver an output value for a particular value of the input. These missing values are termed service exceptions. Consider this small example in which service exceptions are denoted with —:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>( s_1 )</th>
<th>( s_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>( c_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( b_2 )</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>( c_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( b_4 )</td>
<td>( c_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( b_5 )</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( b_6 )</td>
<td>( c_6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For calculating distances and similarities in the presence of exceptions, our approach is to substitute each distance that cannot be calculated due to an exception with the maximal known distance, again we adopt a cautious approach that prefers to understate the similarity than to overstate it. In the example,

\[ d(b_2, -) = d(-, c_3) = d(b_5, -) = d(-, -) = \max\{d(b_1, c_1), d(b_4, c_4), d(b_6, c_6)\} \]

With distances now available, similarities are obtained by reciprocity, and the overall service similarity by average:

\[
sim(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{l} \cdot (\sum_{a \in A_0} \sim(s_1(a), s_2(a)) + 4 \cdot \min_{a \in A_0} \{\sim(s_1(a), s_2(a))\})
\]

Denote \( A_0 \) the subset of \( A \) in which both services do not have exceptions. Let \(|A| = n\) and \(|A_0| = n_0\). Therefore the number of instances in which at least one service has an exception is \( n - n_0 \). Then

\[
sim(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{n} \cdot (\sum_{a \in A_0} \sim(s_1(a), s_2(a)))
\]

\[
+ (n - n_0) \cdot \min_{a \in A_0} \{\sim(s_1(a), s_2(a))\})
\]

Obviously, in the absence of exceptions, Equation 5.5 reduces to Equation 5.4. A shortcoming of this equation is that when the number of valid similarities \( n_0 \) is small, the measurement of service similarity is less robust. In an extreme case, we might even have \( n_0 = 0 \); that is, there are no valid similarities and \( \sim(s_1, s_2) \) is not well-defined. This could happen
when on each value of the input domain one of the services reports an *exception*, or when one of the services is entirely inoperative. Preferring a cautious approach, when one value is *exception*, we define:

\[
d(a, -) = \max\{d(a, x) \mid x \in B\}
\]

When both values are *exception*:

\[
d(-, -) = \max\{d(x, y) \mid x, y \in B\}
\]

### 5.2 Directed Similarity

Our samples are obtained by individual requests to the service, and when a service request results in an exception, we enter an “exception” into the behavior table. However, keeping in mind that our main application is service substitution, our calculation of service similarity (behavior similarity) would no longer be symmetric.

When considering a substitution of \(s_1\) with \(s_2\), the similarity calculation will ignore all instances in which \(s_1\) has an exception in its behavior; and when considering a substitution of \(s_2\) with \(s_1\), our calculation will ignore all instances in which \(s_2\) has an exception in its behavior. The reason is that we assume that the service to be replaced is operating correctly, and its exceptions were a result of illegal out-of-range requests. We expect the “new” service to deliver valid output only in the instances in which the “old” service delivered valid output.

Denote \(A_1\) the subset of \(A\) in which \(s_1\) does not have exceptions and denote \(A_2\) the subset of \(A\) in which \(s_2\) does not have exceptions. Recalling that \(A_0\) is the subset for which both services do not have exceptions, we have \(A_1 \cap A_2 = A_0\).

Let \(|A_1| = n_1\) and \(|A_2| = n_2\). Therefore the number of instances in which \(s_2\) has exception but \(s_1\) does not is \(n_1 - n_0\). The *directed similarity* from \(s_1\) to \(s_2\) is
\[ \tvec{\text{sim}}(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{n_1} \cdot \left( \sum_{a \in A_0} \text{sim}(s_1(a), s_2(a)) \right) \]

\[ + (n_1 - n_0) \cdot \min_{a \in A_0} \{ \text{sim}(s_1(a), s_2(a)) \} \]

(5.6)

Observe that \( \tvec{\text{sim}}(s_1, s_2) \) in Equation 5.6 is derived from \( \text{sim}(s_1, s_2) \) in Equation 5.5, by substituting \( n_1 \) for \( n \) in two places.

In the previous example, when \( s_2 \) is considered a substitute for \( s_1 \) the directed similarity would be:

\[ \tvec{\text{sim}}(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{5} \cdot (\text{sim}(b_1, c_1) + \text{sim}(b_4, c_4) + \text{sim}(b_6, c_6)) \]

\[ + 2 \cdot \min\{\text{sim}(b_1, c_1), \text{sim}(b_4, c_4), \text{sim}(b_6, c_6)\} \]

whereas when \( s_1 \) is considered a substitute for \( s_2 \) the directed similarity would be:

\[ \tvec{\text{sim}}(s_2, s_1) = \frac{1}{4} \cdot (\text{sim}(b_1, c_1) + \text{sim}(b_4, c_4) + \text{sim}(b_6, c_6)) \]

\[ + \min\{\text{sim}(b_1, c_1), \text{sim}(b_4, c_4), \text{sim}(b_6, c_6)\} \]

5.3 Similarity of Services with Different Outputs

The definition presented so far made a simplifying assumption, which we shall now attempt to relax. Recall that the signature of a service \( s \) is the pair \((A, B)\) of its input and output domain expressions. Our discussion of service similarity was limited to services with identical signatures; that is, services with identically-structured inputs and outputs. This assumption allowed us to compare two services \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) that have the same signature \((A, B)\), by considering triples: an element of domain \( A \), the element of domain \( B \) assigned
to it by \( s_1 \), and the element of domain \( B \) assigned to it by \( s_2 \). The distance between the latter two is calculated with the domain metric, and then used in the calculation of the similarity between \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \).

This assumption implies that we cannot assess the similarity of two weather services when one provides the temperature at a given location, whereas the other provides both the temperature and the barometric pressure. Possibly, simply ignoring the second output could yield a service that is more satisfactory than the stand-by services that provide temperature only.

While substituting a given service with a service that has a different input domain could be useful at times (e.g., in some situations a service that expects a Zip code could be substituted with a service that expects the name of a municipality), it would be rather difficult to calculate the similarity of such services, as there would be no common points for comparison. We therefore continue to assume that services have the same input domain.

Assume now services \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) with signatures \( (A, B_1) \) and \( (A, B_2) \). Our approach is to extend the definition of distances among elements of the same domain (as given in Section 5.1) to elements of different domains. Once this distance has been defined, we shall continue as before: Define similarity of elements by reciprocity, and similarity of services as the average similarity of outputs. The definition of domain expressions in Equation 3.1 allowed arbitrarily complex expressions to be created from simple domains using aggregation and sequencing. Measuring the distance among elements of arbitrarily different domains would be rather complex and of limited practicality. This is because distances are likely to be high and the plausibility that one service could substitute for another is likely to be very low. We therefore limit our discussion to \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) of three structures:

1. A sequence of simple domains: \( (B_1, \ldots, B_n) \). Each element of the resulting domain is a sequence of scalars; for example: temperature, humidity and barometric pressure.

2. An aggregate of a sequence of simple domains: \( \{(B_1, \ldots, B_n)\} \). Each element of the resulting domain is a table; for example, a set of triples each describing a gas station
with longitude, latitude, and the oil company.

3. A combination of both; that is, a sequence of simple domains and an aggregate of a sequence of simple domains (in either order): \(((B_1, \ldots, B_n), \{(B_{n+1}, \ldots, B_m)\})\). Each element of the resulting domain is a sequence and a table; for example, a portfolio of stocks (each described with stock symbol, price and quantity), with a date and the tax-id of its owner.

For brevity, we refer to these structures as sequence, table, and sequence+table. Measuring distances among elements of these structures involves six cases: (1) sequence vs. sequence, (2) table vs. table, (3) sequence+table vs. sequence+table, (4) sequence vs. table, (5) table vs. sequence+table, and (6) sequence vs. sequence+table.

**Case 1:** Assume \(B_1\) and \(B_2\) are both sequences of simple domains. Denote \((B_1, \ldots, B_n)\) the domains that are in both \(B_1\) and \(B_2\), \((C_1, \ldots, C_p)\) the domains that are in \(B_1\) but not in \(B_2\), and \((D_1, \ldots, D_q)\) the domains that are in \(B_2\) but not \(B_1\). That is,

\[
B_1 = (B_1, \ldots, B_n, C_1, \ldots, C_p) \\
B_2 = (B_1, \ldots, B_n, D_1, \ldots, D_q)
\]

Now assume \(x_1 \in B_1\) and \(x_2 \in B_2\),

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1 &= (b_1, \ldots, b_n, c_1, \ldots, c_p) \\
x_2 &= (b_1', \ldots, b_n', d_1, \ldots, d_q)
\end{align*}
\]

To measure the distance from \(x_1\) to \(x_2\), we remove the subsequence \((d_1, \ldots, d_q)\) in \(x_2\) and append a sequence of \(p\) exception values. To measure the distance from \(x_2\) to \(x_1\), we remove the subsequence \((c_1, \ldots, c_p)\) in \(x_1\) and append a sequence of \(q\) exception values. If either \((d_1, \ldots, d_q)\) or \((c_1, \ldots, c_p)\) are empty (that is, one sequence is contained in the other), we only append the necessary sequence of exceptions. In the special case when one of the
sequences is empty,

\[ B_1 = (C_1, \ldots, C_p) \]

\[ B_2 = () \]

we proceed according to the same procedure appending a sequence of \( p \) exceptions to \( B_2 \). In each case, the measurement of distances in the presence of exceptions is done as described in Section 5.1.

**Case 2:** To measure the distance between two different tables, we apply the usual procedure described in Section 5.1. This involves measuring the distance between every row of one table and every row of the other table, and then calculating the Hausdorff metric. The rows are of differently structured tables, but such distances were discussed in Case 1. A special case that needs to be considered is when one of the tables is empty. For example, \( B_1 = \{(B_1, \ldots, B_n)\} \), and \( B_2 \) is empty. In this case we consider \( B_2 \) to be a table with a single row of \( n \) exceptions, and proceed with the calculation of the Hausdorff metric.

**Case 3:** To measure the distance between table+sequence and table+sequence, we, again, follow the usual procedure. This requires totaling the distance between the sequences (as in Case 1) and the distance between the tables (as in Case 2).

**Case 4:** To measure the distance between a sequence and a table, we consider the sequence as a table with one row, and proceed as in Case 2.

**Case 5:** To measure the distance between a table and a sequence+table, we convert this case to Case 3 by adding an empty sequence to the former. The distance is then the sum of the distance of the sequences and the distance of the tables. Recall that the distance between an empty sequence and a sequence was discussed in Case 1.

**Case 6:** To measure the distance between a sequence and a sequence+table, we, again, convert this case to Case 3, this time by adding an empty table to the former. The distance between an empty table and a table was discussed in Case 2.
As a simple example, assume that the common input domain is Zip code and the output domains are both sequences of simple domains: $B_1 = (\text{Temperature, Humidity})$ and $B_2 = (\text{Temperature, Pressure})$. To measure the directed similarity $\vec{sim}(s_1, s_2)$, we modify the behavior table of $s_2$ to remove Pressure and insert a column Humidity with exception in every row, and proceed with the standard calculation of distances in the presence of exceptions. Similarly, to measure the directed similarity $\vec{sim}(s_2, s_1)$ we modify the behavior table of $s_1$ to remove the column Humidity and insert a column Temperature with exception in every row.

5.3.1 Domain Alignment

Consider a weather service that outputs three different temperatures: current, minimal, and maximal. An alternative service might provide the same three temperatures, but in a different order: minimal, current, maximal. Since all 6 outputs are of the same domain, and lacking any further knowledge, our methods would rely on the given order and would pair the outputs incorrectly, with negative impact on the resulting similarity. A similar issue arises with input domains.

A “brute force” approach to this problem is to calculate service similarities under all possible alignments and adopt the most favorable. While this sounds combinatorially high, the numbers involved are relatively low.

As an example, consider services $s_1$ and $s_2$ both with signature

$$(\{(A, A, B, B), (C, C, D, D)\}, (X, X, Y, Y))$$

that is, both services receive a sequence of four values and a table of four columns and return a sequence of four values. Since there are 6 pairs of identical domains, altogether there are $2^6 = 64$ different ways in which their domains could be aligned.

To reduce the complexity we may use heuristic approaches that would find good substitutions, though not necessarily the best. For example, a simple heuristic is annotate
domains with their distributions (as extracted from their behavior table). In case of numeric domains, this could be simply the average.

In the example, assume that $A$ is a numeric domain, and assume that in $s_1$’s behavior table the average value of $A$ is 20 in its first appearance and 60 in its second, whereas in $s_2$’s behavior table its average is 48 and 10, respectively. This suggests calculating the similarity between the services with the $A$ columns switched in one of the services; the other similarity will probably be lower.
Chapter 6: A Heuristic for Sampling Small Behavior Tables

In the chapter three, we discussed a pragmatic adjustment to our model where we assume samples of service behavior could be stored in a repository. Next, we describe a method to extract a representative sample of behavior from service calls. In what follows, we describe a heuristic to extract samples of behavior while methodically learning a sample size.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- In Section 6.1, we present a method to extract a sample of service behavior by means of testing and then describe our heuristic for detecting when we have enough service instances.

- Then, we present the results of our experiments that indicate that our approach is viable, with cluster accuracy exceeding 75% using as few as 16 sample tests points in Section 6.2.

- Additionally in Section 6.2, statistical significance tests validate that the resulting service clusters are representative of service behavior and do not occur by chance.

6.1 Approach

Our heuristic involves two principal tasks: *eliciting* service behavior and *clustering* services according to that behavior. Service elicitation begins with the partitioning of the service repository according to signatures. Then, each compatible service is tested with a common sample of test points, and the responses are saved in *behavior tables samples*. Clustering begins with the measurement of similarity between every two behavior table samples in each signature.
An important objective of the heuristic is to use a low number of tests to generate service behavior of high quality. To this end, we repeat these two tasks, each time incrementing the number of sample tests geometrically, until convergence is reached. Convergence occurs when the difference between successive clusterings is small. After convergence, behavior table samples are saved to the service repository. Note, however, the clusters themselves are not saved. Indeed, the clusters are simply a diagnostic to gauge the quality of behavior tables samples, and not for making predictions. Figure 6.1 illustrates this the steps of this heuristic.

![Diagram of the heuristic for small samples of behavior](image)

Figure 6.1: Heuristic for small samples of behavior

We begin by formalizing the environment in which we operate. We assume a service
repository with a potentially large number of registered services. The repository has a list of available domains. When a service is registered, the submitter is requested to associate a domain with each of the inputs and outputs of the service (the list of domains can be expanded if necessary).

Each service is provided with a wrapper. The wrapper is used to interface with the service: It processes the user input, formats it to fit the service requirements, invokes the service, and formats the service output in a behavior table (as if it were an answer from a relational database).

6.1.1 Partitioning Services by Their I/O Domains

Recall, we assume that all the services have been pre-classified into signatures based on their input and output domains. That is, the services in each signature have the same number of inputs, the same number of outputs, and their inputs and outputs are associated with the same domains. Obviously, the commonalities among services in the same signature are more syntactical than semantical.

6.1.2 Eliciting Service Behavior Tables

Consider a set of \( n \) compatible services. Our first step in clustering this signature is to obtain a common set of input values \( d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_p \) for testing its services. The test points \( d_i \) are determined by sampling the declared domain randomly. Each service is then invoked with these test points, returning output values \( r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_p \). Note that \( d_i \) and \( r_j \) could be any domain expression.

The result of all tests is a behavior table sample that denotes the behavior of the service, as shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Service Behavior

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>$r_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$r_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_p$</td>
<td>$r_p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Selecting Unbiased Random Sample of Inputs**

As already mentioned, the repository includes a list of domains. For accurate sampling, additional information must be available on each domain and its distribution. The service repository represents domains either as numeric ranges (e.g., temperatures or salaries), or as enumerated sets (e.g., Zip codes or stock symbols). Very large discrete domains (e.g., last names or movie titles) are represented with sufficiently large samples. In addition, information is kept on the distribution of domains, to be used as sampling guidelines for minimizing selection bias. Although missing values may be imputed, when the sample test includes a high proportion of such values, the sample is rejected and a new sample is obtained. This is intended to minimize non-response bias.

This phase ends when all compatible services are tested, resulting in $n$ behavior table samples.

### 6.1.3 Comparing the Services

To cluster a signature of services, a similarity measure must be adopted. As we describe in chapter five, we need a measure that would calculate the similarity between two behavior tables. To summarize, consider two services $S_1$ and $S_2$. The $i$'th row of each table is the output of the service for the test point $d_i$. Let the second column of that row in each of the tables be $r_1^i$ and $r_2^i$, respectively. We define the similarity of the tables in two steps. First, we define a similarity measure $\phi(r_1^i, r_2^i)$ between two corresponding results for the same test point $d_i$; then, we define the overall similarity $\Phi(S_1, S_2)$ of the service behaviors as the average similarity of the corresponding results for each of the test points ($p$ is number of
test input values):

\[ \Phi(S_1, S_2) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi(r_1^i, r_2^i) \]  

(6.1)

As we described in chapter five, the definition of \( \phi \) must cope with three difficulties. First, \( r_i \) could be a value from any domain expression; second, simple domains of each \( r_i \) could be numbers, dates, strings, and so on; finally, in addition to proper values, \( r_i \) could also be error values and missing values. Therefore, \( \phi \) should gauge the similarity of outputs when both services respond, but also consider the number of inputs which one service can handle whereas the other cannot.

We emphasize that, as is common in information retrieval systems and search engines, the definition of \( \phi \) could be subject to continuous evolution and fine-tuning.

**Choosing the Clustering Algorithm**

Since our model must deal with different types of data, we do not adopt a single clustering algorithm. The experiments described in Section 6.2 choose between two clustering algorithms: Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) and \( k \)-Means partitional clustering. Both algorithms are extensible; that is, their clustering can be amended when the set of elements changes. This is important for our model as we expect service repositories to be dynamic, with new services added and existing services modified or removed.

**6.1.4 Determining Minimal Test Cardinality**

At this point, we have clustered the services in the signature according to their behavior. Yet, we have no assurance that our clustering is accurate. Obviously, with larger tests better clustering can be expected, but excessive testing incurs both costs and risks, so we should avoid tests that are unnecessarily large. In other words, for each partition we must determine an “ideal” test size: the smallest number of tests that will exceed a predetermined threshold of clustering accuracy.
Detecting Convergence

Our heuristic is to iterate the process of testing and clustering the services in a partition with increased test sizes, until the clustering converges; that is, additional increases in test size do not yield significant changes in the clustering. This technique is often referred to as progressive sampling [73, 74].

To illustrate, suppose we attempt test sizes $p_1, p_2, p_3, \ldots$, and beginning with $p_k$ the derived clusterings are identical. We can then determine that there is no need to conduct tests that are larger than $p_k$: The clustering converges at $p_k$.

In practice, we do not seek a point beyond which the clusterings are identical, but merely a point beyond which their differences are sufficiently small, and we measure differences between successive clusterings with the well-known Rand index [75]. Consider two clusterings $C_1$ and $C_2$ of $n$ elements. Intuitively, this index considers all $\binom{n}{2}$ pairs of elements and calculates the proportion of “agreements” among the two clusterings on their placement. An “agreement” is placing the elements of a pair in the same cluster or in two different clusters in both $C_1$ and $C_2$. The index generates values between 0 (the clusterings are in complete disagreement) and 1 (the clusterings are identical).

A sequence of $k$ clusterings will produce $k - 1$ Rand index values. Theoretically, a high value could be followed by a low value; i.e., a clustering is very similar to its predecessor, but very different from its successor. In practice, however, this rarely happens, and high values are usually followed by high values; i.e., the plot of Rand index values reaches a “plateau”. Hence it should be sufficient to get a high value (two similar clusterings in succession) and then adopt the sample size that was associated with the first of these clusterings. We adopt a Rand index value $\alpha$ that is considered sufficiently high.

Calculating Minimal Sample Size

For statistical robustness, this entire procedure is repeated $n$ times. At each sample size, we calculate the number of times that the clustering converged successfully (i.e., the number of times in the $n$ experiments that the Rand index exceeded $\alpha$). We adopt a threshold
value $\beta$ for the minimally acceptable rate of successful convergence. Finally, when testing ends, we choose the lowest sample size in which the successful convergence rate exceeded $\beta$. The corresponding behavior table samples are stored in the service repository to be used in future substitute recommendations.

6.2 Evaluation

For this experiment we focused on two signatures of services.

1. Weather services that receive a Zip code and return a numeric value. $s_1 : Z \rightarrow R$

2. Stock quote services that receive a stock symbol and return a pair of numeric values. $s_2 : S \rightarrow (R,R)$

Notice that input domains are rather specific: They are assumed to be included in the list of domains of the service repository. On the other hand, we assumed that the output domains are generic, which adds the challenge of output matching.

6.2.1 Classifying Weather Services

For the first experiment we considered 11 weather services of 4 different groups of behavior: Four services return the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, one returns the temperature in degrees Celsius, three return the relative humidity, and three return the barometric pressure. Our goal is to identify these clusters in the given set of services. The input domain was fully enumerated (all 27,238 Zip codes), and the sampling principle was random (without replacement): Each value in the domain had equal likelihood of being selected.

Our progressive sampling started with a sample size of 2 and doubled it repeatedly to 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. We used the following metric: The distance between two values is their absolute difference.

Given these similarity measurements, we clustered the services using both HAC and $k$-Means partitional clustering. We repeated this process 6 times with increasing sample sizes, computing 5 Rand index values for each clustering method (between the clustering
obtained at 4 and the clustering obtained at 2; between the clustering obtained at 8 and
the clustering obtained at 4, and so on). Our termination condition was set to be a Rand
index in excess of $\alpha = 0.7$ (if that threshold is not met, then the clustering of the final test
is adopted).

For added statistical significance, each of the experiments was replicated $n = 40$ times,
and the minimal proportion of successful convergences was set at $\beta = 0.8$.

Table 6.2: Weather: Rand Convergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$k$-Means</th>
<th>HAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Table 6.2 summarizes the results of this experiment. The columns $k$-Means and HAC show,
for each clustering method, the percentage of experiments where the Rand index exceeded
the 0.7 convergence threshold. As can be observed, for $k$-Means clustering, to meet the
threshold of 80% successful convergence, a sample of size 16 should be used (the rate of
successful convergence is then 95%). For HAC, a sample size of 32 would be necessary to
meet the threshold of 80% successful convergence (the rate of successful convergence is then
90%). This suggests that for this signature of services, behavior tables samples of size 16
should be preferred.
Validation

Any clustering algorithm will produce a set of clusters, even in random data. Hence it is important to validate that our service clusters characterize the data accurately. Towards this end, we measured the accuracy of the cluster assignments (i.e., k-Means clustering with a sample of 16 tests), by comparing it to the true clustering (as defined by experts). Each of the two clusterings was represented in symmetric matrix in which each service is represented by a row and column, and a cell \((i,j)\) is 1 if the services in row \(i\) and column \(j\) are in the same cluster; otherwise it is 0. High correlation between the two matrices indicates high accuracy [76]. The average accuracy in the 40 trials that were performed was 75%.

The cluster accuracy score thus obtained should be evaluated for its statistical significance. Cluster accuracy is valid only if it is unusual; that is, the clusters correspond to service behavior better than by chance. The significance of the accuracy score is tested using a statistical hypothesis test. The null hypothesis states that the cluster assignments are random (and the accuracy was obtained by chance). The alternative hypothesis states that the cluster assignments are not random (and the accuracy could not have been obtained by chance) [76]. We generated 300 cluster assignments at random. Each was compared to the matrix of the true clustering and the accuracy score was computed. Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of these random accuracy scores. Next, we compared our accuracy to this distribution to decide if it is unusual (i.e., greater than a critical value). In this case 99% of the accuracy scores were less than 0.5; hence the accuracy score of 0.75 is statistically significant.

6.2.2 Classifying Stock Quote Services

For the second experiment we considered 12 stock quote services of 4 different groups of behavior: Two services return the opening and closing prices of the stock, four return the
daily change and the market capitalization, four return the current price and the earnings per share, and two return the price per share and the traded volume. Again, our goal is to identify the smallest behavior tables that reflects service functionality in a set of compatible services. The input domain was assumed to be comprehensive, though not necessarily exhaustive (2,809 stock symbols), and the sampling principle was again random (without replacement): Each value in the domain had equal likelihood of being selected.

Our experiment followed the same procedure as the first experiment, with the exception of the similarity measure $\phi$, which used Euclidean distance to measure the difference between two results (as each result is now a pair of values).

**Results**

Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the second experiment. As can be observed, for $k$-Means clustering, to meet the threshold of 80% successful convergence, a sample of size 16 should be used (the rate of successful convergence is then 83%). For hierarchical agglomerative clustering, a sample size of 32 would be necessary to meet the threshold of 80% successful convergence (the rate of successful convergence is then 80%).
Table 6.3: Stock: Rand Convergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$k$-Means</th>
<th>HAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Validation**

The average accuracy of the clustering proposed by this heuristic ($k$-Means clustering with samples of size 16), as measured by the Rand index, was 84%. The significance of this accuracy score was validated with the same hypothesis test described earlier. As evident in Figure 6.3, this accuracy score is significant.

![Figure 6.3: Stock: accuracy distribution](image)

We note that in both experiments $k$-Means clustering proved superior. This may be due to the fact that in both cases the output of the services is quantitative. Altogether, the results
of these preliminary tests are promising, showing that our heuristic is capable of providing accurate clusters (75% and 84%) with a surprisingly low number of tests (in each case, 16 service invocations).
Chapter 7: A Heuristic for Improving Substitution Performance

In chapters three and five, we defined a model for services and a definition of service similarity. Next, we return to the issue of service substitution and offer a second heuristic for improving the performance of our recommendations. Recall that, given a service \( s_0 \) and a repository of services \( R \), the problem is to find the service in \( R \) that is most similar to \( s_0 \). This nearest neighbor problem arises frequently in service-oriented software architectures, when one of the services in the architecture fails and needs to be replaced by the most similar service from a repository of available services. Ideally, this substitution would be done “automatically” (i.e., without programmer’s intervention) using the most similar service. In practice, however, it is safer to allow the programmer to choose from several substitution alternatives, which is a \( k \)-nearest neighbor problem.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- Our approach to the issue of service substitutions is described in Section 7.1.
- In Section 7.2, we detail and analyze experiments that validate our heuristic.

7.1 Approach

We begin with a naïve treatment of this \( k \)-nearest neighbor problem, and we then offer a more efficient solution.

7.1.1 Exhaustive Search

As mentioned earlier, the service substitution issues assumes a given service \( s_0 \) and a signature of services \( S \), and finds the \( k \) services in \( S \) that are most similar to \( s_0 \); that is, services
s_1, \ldots, s_k \in \mathcal{S}, \text{ such that for } 1 \leq i < k - 1 \sim(s_0, s_i) \geq \sim(s_0, s_{i+1}) \text{ and for every other service } s \in \mathcal{S} \sim(s_0, s) \leq \sim(s, s_k).

The simplest solution, of course, is to conduct an exhaustive search. That is, calculate the similarity between s_0 and each service in the signature \mathcal{S}, while at each point maintaining a list of the top k services discovered so far.

Assume |\mathcal{S}| = n. In practice, we pre-compute all n^2 similarities and store them in an n \times n matrix. When it is necessary to substitute a service s_j, the j’th row in the matrix is retrieved and top k values are extracted. The positions of these values point to the best substitutions. Note, however, that even the best substitutions could be too dissimilar to s_j, so in practice, we should define a threshold to aid the programmer in interpreting these substitution recommendations.

This “brute-force” algorithm has complexity O(n^2). Note, however, that calculating each of the similarities, especially for services over complex domains, could become costly. Our next method attempts to reduce this cost.

7.1.2 Metric Space Embedding

A common method to reduce the effort of calculating distances (or similarities) between elements in a given metric space, is to embed the elements in another metric space, so that the distances between the mapped elements are similar to the original distances, but are (hopefully) considerably simpler to calculate [77]. Formally, let \psi be an embedding of the metric space (A, d) into the metric space (A’, d’). We want to find an embedding \psi such that for any two elements a_1, a_2 \in A:

\[ d(a_1, a_2) \approx d'(\psi(a_1), \psi(a_2)) \]

where \approx denotes approximation.

Let (A, d) be a metric space. We extend the metric d to measure the distance between
an element \( a \in A \) and a subset \( X \subseteq A \) as follows:

\[
d(a, X) = \min_{x \in X} \{d(a, x)\}
\]

That is, the distance between an element and a set is the minimum distance between the element and any element in the set. Now let \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_m \) be subsets of \( A \). We map every element \( a \) to a vector of its distances to these subsets:

\[
\psi : a \rightarrow (d(a, X_1), d(a, X_2), \ldots, d(a, X_m))
\]

Such a mapping is called a \textit{Lipschitz embedding}, and \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_m \) are its \textit{reference sets}. The intuition is that the distance between two elements \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) will be captured adequately by the distance between their embedded vectors:

\[
d(a_1, a_2) \approx d'(\psi(a_1), \psi(a_2))
\]

\[
= d'((d(a_1, X_1), d(a_1, X_2), \ldots, d(a_1, X_m)),
\]

\[
(d(a_2, X_1), d(a_2, X_2), \ldots, d(a_2, X_m)))
\]

A particular version of a Lipschitz embedding commonly used in situations similar to ours selects references that are \textit{singleton} sets. Typical metrics for the target vector space are either the Chebyshev metric, that measures the distance between vectors as the maximum absolute-value distance between corresponding coordinates, or any of the \( L_p \) metrics (of which the Chebychev metric is a limit).

Denote the reference points \( p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m \). Then with the Chebyshev metric we have

\[
d(a_1, a_2) \approx d'(\psi(a_1), \psi(a_2))
\]

\[
= \max_{i=1, \ldots, m} \{|d(a_1, p_i) - d(a_2, p_i)|\}
\]
And with the Euclidean metric ($L_2$):

\[
d(a_1, a_2) = d'((\psi(a_1), (\psi(a_2)) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (d(a_1, p_i) - d(a_2, p_i))^2}
\]

In practice, after choosing the $m$ reference points (also called pivots), we pre-compute the $n \cdot m$ distances between each of the $n$ services and each of the $m$ pivots. These distances are then used to calculate all service-service similarities, which are stored in an $n \times n$ matrix as before. The new cost is now $O(m \cdot n)$. Assuming $m < n$, it is an improvement over $O(n^2)$.

### 7.2 Evaluation

Two aspects of the heuristic require validation. First, it must be demonstrated that the method for constructing similarity measures for domains of arbitrary complexity, described in Section 5.1, generates measures of good quality. Then, it must be demonstrated that the $k$-nearest neighbor method described in Section 7.1 arrives at high quality results at low computational costs. This section describes experiments that seek to validate both these aspects.

The first challenge is to design an experiment that will determine whether our similarity measures are successful in conveying the similarity inherent in a set of services. That is to say, the set of services has an inherent structure, and the issue is whether our similarity measure can detect this structure. We translated this problem to a problem of classification: Assume a repository signature $S$ of $n$ services, and a grouping of the services into $m$ distinct groups, where the services in each group are constructed to be inherently similar to each other. Now, given a service $s \in S$, our similarity measure was used to find the $k$ services in $S$ that are most similar to $s$. The set of $k$ discovered services was compared to the group to which $s$ belongs, using the measure of precision: the ratio of services that are indeed in the group of $s$ to the total number $k$ of services discovered.
Two independent experiments were conducted, each with a different output signature. In the first experiment the services had an output signature of the type \((S, \{R\})\); that is, the output of each service was a character string followed by a set of numbers. In the second experiment the services had an output signature of the type \((R, \{S\}, \{S\})\); that is, the output of each service was a triplet: a number followed by two set of strings (for example, a service that receives the GPS coordinates of a location and returns the Zip code of that location plus a set of movie theaters and a set of restaurants in that area).

To imbue services in the same group with similar behaviors, each group of services was randomly assigned the parameters of a distribution, and then each service in the group randomly chose values for its behavior instances from that distribution. For example, assume the output includes a set of numbers. The parameters of the distribution are two ranges: a range from which the cardinality of the set is chosen, and a range from which the values of the elements of the set are chosen. Thereafter, for each service in the group, a cardinality is randomly chosen from the first range and a corresponding set of values is randomly chosen from the second range.

The parameters used in both experiments were as follows. The set \(S\) consisted of \(n=1,000\) randomly generated services, where each service was described in a behavior sample of 8 instances.\(^1\) Then, \(m=10\) groups of equal size were generated, with each group consisting of 100 services. The \(n \times n\) similarity matrix was then computed, and a total of 278 queries were attempted (this number was chosen to assure statistical significance that is higher than 0.95). The precision of each search was calculated with neighborhood sizes of \(k = 1, 3, 5, \text{ and } 10\). For the embedding, we used 10 randomly chosen pivot services (this choice is justified later). The \(n \times n\) matrix was constructed as described at the end of Section 7.1, and the same 278 queries were attempted and scored. To assure statistical significance, this entire experiment was repeated 100 times.

\(^1\)As mentioned in Section 7.1, tables of this magnitude have been shown to be effective samples.
7.2.1 How Good are our Recommendations?

Figure 1 plots the results of recommending $k$-nearest neighbors from both the original space of services and from the target vector space. The horizontal axis is the size of $k$, and the vertical axis is the overall precision. Two plots reflect first experiment and two plots reflect the second experiment.

Several interesting observations are due. First, quite surprisingly, in both experiments, the performance in the target space was better than the performance in the original space. Whereas we were hoping that the embedding will improve performance (performance is discussed next) while not harming precision too much — in effect, precision improved by 5–6 percentage points. Second, across all levels of $k$ this precision (in the target space) is kept at the impressive range of 88%–97% — a definite validation of our heuristic, given that a random assignment of services to groups, since there are 10 groups, would have only 10% chance of being correct. Third, performance in the second experiment was clearly
lower than in the first experiment. This can be attributed to the fact the second signature involves more string comparisons than the first signature. The services discovered and presented to the programmer bear similarity to search engine results. Good information retrieval algorithms give higher precision in earlier pages. The fourth observation is that the decline in precision with the increase in $k$ is of a similar nature. Indeed, it is evidence that our methods percolate the better recommendations to the top.

Overall, it can be concluded safely that our methods — both the design of the signature metric and the approach to discovering the best substitute services — are effective.

### 7.2.2 How Much Faster is the Target Space?

The improvement in quality after embedding the space of services in a vector space was surprising. Nonetheless, recall that the main reason for this transformation was to improve performance. We expected performance to improve because (1) fewer similarities would be calculated, and (2) the calculation of each similarity would be simpler. For validation, we measured the time (minutes of CPU time) that was required for a nearest neighbor search in the original space and in the target space. This time included 10 runs, each requiring completing the $n \times n$ similarity matrix, and, for each of 278 queries, finding the 10 most similar services. We then formed this ratio:

$$\text{Performance Gain} = \frac{\text{Time in original space}}{\text{Time in target space}}$$

The first experiment yielded a ratio of $83.17/1.43 = 58.16$ (98.3% reduction), and the second experiment yielded a ratio of $287.00/3.29 = 87.23$ (98.8% reduction). Such gains in performance, coupled with the previously discussed improvement in precision, testifies to the advantage of using metric space embedding.
7.2.3 How Many Pivot Services are Needed?

As observed at the end of Section 7.1, the gain in performance achieved by the embedding method is in reducing $n^2$ to $n \cdot m$. It is therefore beneficial to keep the number of reference points $m$ low. We tested 8 different numbers of pivots: 1, 5, 10, 30, 100, 200, 500 and 1,000 (recall that the total number of services is 1,000). Figure 2 plots the precision in each experiments for all but the largest 3 numbers (which were essentially the same as for 100). Precision was measured for the case $k = 1$ (i.e., search for the most similar service).

As can be observed, in both experiments, precision exceeds 0.92 when only 10 pivots are used, and it exceeds 0.96 when 30 pivots are used (it is almost flat thereafter). In other words, good results were achieved with an embedding that uses just 1–3% of the services as its reference points. This accounts for the large performance gains observed earlier. Again, results for the first experiment were slightly better.
7.2.4 How do Exceptions Affect Recommendation Precision?

Finally, recall that our model allows for the possibility of exceptions in service behavior. Therefore, it is important to validate the robustness of our methods in the presence of exceptions. Figure 3 plots, for each experiment, the recommendation performance in both the original space of services and the target vector space when exceptions are introduced into service behavior.

The experiment was done with a neighborhood of \(k = 1\) with exception percentages of 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%. For comparison, the plots also include precision when there are no exceptions (0%). As before, performance in the target vector space was consistently higher, and performance in the first experiment was noticeably better. Observe that at exception rates under 10% precision is kept above 0.79. As one is unlikely to deploy services with exception rates higher that 10%, these results are quite encouraging.

Figure 7.3: Precision at 4 percentages of service exception
Chapter 8: A Method for Recommending Substitutions in Service Composition

Having described a formal model for services, a definition of service similarity, and language for service compositions in chapter three, four, and five, we now turn our attention to our third issue, namely the repair of failed services in compositions. Our general premise is that a basic service has failed during the execution of a composite service, and that this service must be isolated and replaced so that the composition may be re-executed successfully. More formally, assume a composite service $s$ has failed, and a basic service $s_0$ which is a component of $s$ has been isolated as the reason for the failure. The task is to configure a new composite service $s^*$ that will be an good substitution for $s$ (obviously, $s^*$ will no longer engage $s_0$, using other available services instead).

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- We present a method to recommend service repairs in Section 8.1.
- Then in Section 8.2, we evaluate our method on synthetic data.

8.1 Approach

To describe our method, it is beneficial to view composite services as trees, in which basic basic services are leaf nodes and the compose and combine operators are internal nodes. For example, the composite service $s = s_3 \circ (s_1, s_2) \circ s_0$ is represented with the tree
When a basic service (a leaf of the tree) fails, we consider not only replacing this service, but also every sub-expression (sub-tree) that incorporates this service. This reflects the fact that there might be a service available in the repository that can substitute effectively for an entire sub-expression. As an example, assume the failed service calculates the Zip code for a given city, but, in the given composite service, this service is composed with a service that provides the temperature for a given Zip code. It might be more beneficial to substitute the composition of both with a service that provides the temperature for a given city.

8.1.1 Analyzing Repair Options

Let \( s \) be composite service that incorporates a failed basic service \( s_0 \), and let \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \) be the sub-expressions of \( s \) that incorporate \( s_0 \). In particular, \( \alpha_1 \) is simply the failed service \( s_0 \) and \( \alpha_n \) is the entire composite service \( s \). We transform \( s \) into a new composite service \( t_i \) by substituting a sub-expression \( \alpha_i \) with a new service \( s_i^* \) which is compatible with \( \alpha_i \) and which behaves “most similarly”. Note that whereas \( \alpha_i \) is possibly a composite service, \( s_i^* \) is a basic repository service. It should be intuitively clear that there is no advantage in considering sub-expressions that do not incorporate the failed service. We now have a set \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) of “most similar” reconfigurations of the original composite service \( s \), and we must choose the “most similar” among them.
We use the intuitive term “most similar service”; recall in chapter five, we formalize the concept of service similarity. To summarize, consider two compatible services \( s_1 : A \rightarrow B \) and \( s_2 : A \rightarrow B \). Assume a metric \( d \) is defined that measures the distance between every two elements of \( B \). The similarity between two elements of \( B \) is defined as the reciprocal of the distance: \( \text{sim}(b_1, b_2) = 1/d(b_1, b_2) \). The similarity between the two services is defined as the average similarity of their outputs for all possible inputs:

\[
\text{sim}(s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{|A|} \sum_{a \in A} \text{sim}(s_1(a), s_2(a))
\]

When only samples of the behavior are available, the average is on the instances of the behavior samples (note that both samples should use the same values of \( A \)). For more details, refer back to chapter five and six, where this formalization is shown to reflect the inherent similarity among services.

### 8.1.2 Repair Procedure

Our approach to repairing failed composite services can now formalized in this procedure.

**Input:** A composite service \( s \) that incorporates a failed basic service \( s_0 \).

**Output:** A composite service \( t \) that optimally substitutes for \( s \) and does not incorporate \( s_0 \).

**Step 1:** Extract the sub-expressions \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \) of \( s \) that incorporate \( s_0 \).

**Step 2:** For each sub-expression \( \alpha_i \) \((i = 1, \ldots, n)\):

\(^1\text{For example if } B \text{ is a domain of numbers, } d \text{ could be the absolute value of their difference.}\)
1. Construct its estimated behavior table from the behavior tables of the basic services.\textsuperscript{2}

2. For each repository service $s_i$ that is compatible with $\alpha_i$ calculate the behavior similarity $\Phi(\alpha_i, s_i)$.\textsuperscript{3}

3. Let $s_i^*$ denote the repository service $s_i$ for which the behavior similarity is highest.

4. Replace the sub-expression $\alpha_i$ with $s_i^*$. Let $t_i$ denote the result.

**Step 3:** For each composite service $t_i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$):

1. Construct its estimated behavior table from the behavior tables of the basic services.

2. Calculate the behavior similarity $\Phi(s, t_i)$.

**Step 4:** Let $t$ denote the composite service $t_i$ for which the behavior similarity is highest.

Return $t$.

### 8.1.3 Present Recommendations to Programmer

This procedure describes how to find the best repair. Pragmatically, our method applies this procedure to derive a ranked list of repairs that are recommended to the programmer. This provides the programmer the opportunity to apply his judgment. In the previous example, the output might look like

1. $s_0 \rightarrow s_{11}, s_{46}, s_{23}$

2. $(s_1, s_2) \circ s_0 \rightarrow s_{31}, s_{18}, s_{123}$

3. $s_3 \circ (s_1, s_2) \circ s_0 \rightarrow s_{312}, s_{12}, s_{65}$

where for each sub-expression a list of three repairs are proposed, in order of similarity.

\textsuperscript{2}These are available from the service repository $\mathcal{R}$.

\textsuperscript{3}These require the behavior of $\alpha_i$ which was estimated in the previous step, and the behavior of $s_i$ which are available from the repository.
8.2 Evaluation

Two aspects of the repair procedure need validation so an extensive experiment was designed for each. The first aspect concerns the quality of an intermediate construct used in the procedure, and the second aspect concerns the quality of the suggested substitutions.

8.2.1 Are Compositions of Behavior Samples Good Estimations for Behavior of Service Compositions?

In Step 2.1 and in Step 3.1, the repair procedure estimates the behavior table of a composite service, from estimated behavior tables of its component services (Equations 6 and 7). How good are such estimates? Our experiment is as follows:

1. Create $n$ basic services in each of two classes, where each service in the first class can be composed with each service in the second class; e.g., $n$ services of the type $(A, B)$ and $n$ services of the type $(B, C)$. Each of these services has a considerable number of instances; we assume the number of instances in each of the services is $m$.\footnote{The two classes need not have the same number of services and the number of instances in each service need not be the same.} All samples (estimated behaviors) were constructed with $k$ instances each.

2. Compose each service in the first class with each service in the second class, for a total of $n^2$ compositions (note that each composition has $m$ instances).

3. Sample the behavior of each of the basic $2n$ services, and each of the $n^2$ composite services.

4. Compose each of the $n$ behavior samples in the first class with each of the behavior samples in the second class, for a total of $n^2$ samples of the compositions.

5. Compare the $n^2$ compositions of samples with the $n^2$ samples of compositions.

Clearly, a sample of the composition of two behaviors will generally be different from the composition of two samples of the same two behaviors. But we measure the quality of
the method by whether the two sets of \( n^2 \) behavior samples cluster similarly. We partition each set into an equal number of clusters (we use \( \sqrt{n} \) clusters). We now check how similar are the clusterings. This is done by calculating the proportion of situations in which two samples that are in the same cluster in one clustering — are also in the same cluster in the other clustering.

To test the robustness of the method, two statistical properties of the tables, called composability \( q \) and range \( r \), were also varied. Note that the table \((A, B)\) is always keyed on its \( A \) column, and the table \((B, C)\) is always keyed on its \( B \) column. First, assuming the cardinality of the domain of \( B \) is \( p \), the composability of the two services is defined as the ratio \( q = m/p \). Composability is therefore the probability that a random instance of the first table will find a match in the second table. When \( q = 1 \) the second table covers the entire domain \( B \) and hence all instances in the first table find a match in the second table. Second, intuitively, clustering of the compositions \((A, C)\) translates to clustering of sequences of length \( m \) of values from the domain of \( C \). Such clustering is affected by the size of the domain, which we denote \( r \). Obviously, narrow ranges create fewer clusters.

The experiment adopted initial values \( n = 25, m = 1,000, k = 10, q = 1 \) and \( r = 10 \); that is, we defined 25 services of type \((A, B)\) and 25 services of type \((B, C)\). Each service was described by a behavior table of 1,000 instances and an estimated behavior table of size 10 (1% sample). The composability was perfect and the number of different \( C \) values was set to 10.

The number of compositions was therefore \( n^2 = 525 \). These 525 compositions were clustered twice: by the estimates of the compositions (this could be considered the “actual”) and by the compositions of the estimates (our method).

To measure the agreement between the two clusterings, we observed the \( 525 \cdot 525 = 275,625 \) possible pairs of compositions; when a pair fell into the same cluster in both clusterings it was scored a success. Clustering agreement was then defined as the proportion of successes. This entire experiment was repeated 30 times and the agreement scores were averaged. The final score was 40%. To interpret this score, we compared the first clustering
with a random clustering. This experiment was also repeated 30 times and the agreement
scores were averaged. The final score was only 22%. That is, our quick method of obtaining
behavior samples of composite services performs 80% better than random.

We then repeated the experiment with different values for $m$, $k$, $r$ and $q$. The results
are tabulated below:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be observed, varying the value of $m$, $r$ and $q$ had little impact on the cluster
agreement scores, implying that the method is not sensitive to the size of the behavior
tables or to their statistical properties. However, the method seems to correlate positively
with the size of the sample, which is rather to be expected.
8.2.2 Are Repair Recommendations Accurate?

In Steps 2.3 and in Step 4 the repair procedure finds the “best” substitution for a sub-expression. In Step 2.3 it is a repository service that substitutes a sub-expression that incorporates the failed component; In Step 4 it is a newly constructed composite service that substitutes the original composite service. Our second experiment validates that the procedure indeed suggests high quality substitutions.

In this experiment, again, we create two classes of composable services. However, the $n$ services in each class are generated so that they fall into $\sqrt{n}$ subsets, each with $\sqrt{n}$ services, where the services in each subset behave similarly.\(^5\) We then compose each service in the first class with each service in the second class for a total of $n^2$ compositions. Since each class has been divided into $\sqrt{n}$ subsets of similar semantics, the $n^2$ compositions are now divided into $n$ subsets of $n$ similar services.

We now choose at random a service $c$ from the group of $n^2$ composite services, we compare this service with the other $n^2 - 1$ composite services, and we select the service $c'$ with the highest behavior similarity $\Phi$. If $c'$ and $c$ are in the same behavior group it is scored a success.

This experiment adopted the same values of $n = 25$, $m = 1,000$, $k = 10$, $q = 1$ and $r = 10$; and was repeated 30 times. The overall ratio of success was 17%; that is, in only 17% of the cases, our metric for behavior similarity selected a service of similar semantics. However, the rate of success increased to 35% when a success was defined “at least one of the 3 closest neighbors of $c$ is in the same behavior group as $c$”. With 5 closest neighbors it increased to 53%, and with 10 closest neighbors it increased to 85%. To summarize, when a composition of two services is to be replaced, in 85% of the time a proper substitution is included among the top 10 suggestions. Recall that there could be 524 suggestions, and a random choice of 10 services would have a chance of only about 33% to include one from the similarity group of $c$.

\(^5\)The two classes need not be partitioned into the same number of subsets, and each subset need not have the same number of similar services.
Chapter 9: Conclusion

In this dissertation, we explored the problem of failure in service-oriented software. More formally, given a failed service $s_0$, and assuming available services are registered in a repository $R$, the problem is to recommend another service $s^*$ (or set of services) from $R$ such that $s^*$ would be a “good” substitute for $s_0$. To address this problem, our idea is to describe service functionality by the observable relationship between it’s input and output. Our stated thesis is service behavior can be modeled, sampled economically, and compared efficiently. Then, given a service described in our model, we can recommend substitutions (found in a repository) that behave similarly.

In this final chapter, we recount issues related to the service repair problem, summarize our main contributions towards a solution, describe future research directions, and conclude with final remarks. Next we summarize the major findings that support our thesis.

1. While keeping sample size low, are samples of behavior accurate reflections of service functionality?

Our results indicate that our approach is viable, with cluster accuracy exceeding 75% using as few as 16 sample tests points. Altogether, we show that reliable behavior can be learned from relatively small samples; often with as few as 10 to 32 behavior instances.

2. While decreasing recommendation time, are searches for service substitutions accurate?

Using synthetic services, our experiments show the precision of discoveries to be between 88% and 97% for individual services. In addition, our experiments show that the metric space embedding method reduces search cost by as much as 98%.
3. While services are in compositions, are repair recommendations accurate?

Our experiment showed that when the list of recommended repairs is of length 10, in 85% of tests it recommended a repair that had the same semantics as the failed composition.

9.1 Summary of Contributions

We framed our research according to three research issues: service service behavior, service substitution, and service composition. Furthermore, in the course of our investigation, we presented a model for representing information services, a definition for measuring the similarity between two services, and a language for expressing compositions of services. With these abstractions, we presented a heuristic to a representative sample of behavior while keeping sample size small; a method for recommending substitutions along with a heuristic for improving the performance of our recommendation process; and finally a method for recommending service repairs in service compositions.

The following is an enumeration of the research contributions described throughout this dissertation.

- In Section 3.1 and 3.2, we present a definition of services that models the syntax and semantics of services.
- Then we present two pragmatic adjustments to our model in Section 3.3.
- We introduce a language service compositions in Section 4.1.
- In Section 4.2, we define the mapping from service expressions to behavior tables.
- We present in Section 5.1 our method for measuring the distance between elements of domain expressions.
- Then, we describe our definition of service similarity in Section 5.2 which we handle exceptions in behavior.
• In Section 6.1, we present a method to extract a sample of service behavior by means of testing and then describe our heuristic for detecting when we have enough service instances.

• Then, we present the results of our experiments that indicate that our approach is viable, with cluster accuracy exceeding 75% using as few as 16 sample tests points in Section 6.2.

• Additionally in Section 6.2, statistical significance tests validate that the resulting service clusters are representative of service behavior and do not occur by chance.

• Our approach to the issue of service substitutions is described in Section 7.1.

• Section 7.2 details and analyzes the experiments that validates our heuristic.

• We present a method to recommend service repairs in Section 8.1.

• Then in Section 8.2, we evaluate our method on synthetic data.

9.1.1 Summary of Issues Explored

In this next section, we provide a brief recitation of the issues explored in this dissertation and our approach toward a solution.

Service Behavior

We presented a heuristic for sampling service behavior by testing. Our solutions do not rely on the service descriptions provided by their authors and they avoid common information retrieval techniques. We conducted two tests: one with a set of weather services and another with a set of stock quoting services. Both tests validated our heuristic yielding high accuracy at surprisingly small test sizes.
Service Substitution

The increased reliance on publicly available services for creating *ad hoc*, low-cost applications brought about an urgent need for locating service substitutes. As services are usually discovered in large repositories, this problem is naturally stated in terms of a $k$-nearest neighbors problem, which, in turn, requires a formal method for measuring service similarity. In our opinion, it is more productive to gauge similarity on the basis of the intrinsic behavior of services than on meta-information that is associated with services.

In this dissertation, we defined a formal, yet pragmatic method of measuring similarity, and we demonstrated that services discovered on the basis of this measure are indeed, with very high level of precision (even in the presence of service exceptions). Additionally, we cast the recommendation task as a $k$-nearest neighbors problem then we showed how this metric space can be approximated in a vector space created by Lipschitz embeddings, with dramatic gains in performance.

Service Compositions

Lastly, we addressed the issue of substitutions in service compositions, and proposed a method for recommending service repairs. In addition, for each portion of the composition that incorporated the failed service, a list of possible substitutions was recommended in order of similarity to the original composition. With these recommendations, programmers may choose a repair that best suites their needs.

9.2 Future Directions

While we believe this dissertation is a successful step toward the repair of service-oriented software, we can envision seven future research possibilities that could improve our methods.

1. Our repair procedure performs an exhaustive search for the optimal solution. In the case of large service repositories, such a search could become expensive. So future research could explore additional heuristics to reduce the search space.
For example, the use of Lipschitz embeddings with a rather small number of pivots brought about a large gain in performance. Another research direction is to examine further methods for improving the performance of searches; for example, using *vantage-point trees* to locate the most similar services.

2. Our model defines a static view of service behavior. Since repository services could evolve there should be a mechanism that would allow periodic updates of stored behaviors. In addition, we could consider extensions to our model that could represent the temporal nature of some services.

3. During the sampling process, we could apply testing techniques to account for coverage in service functionality; that is, select input values that elicit more productive areas of service behavior.

4. We partitioned the entire repository based on the inputs and outputs of the services. We note that frequently a service that has been assigned to one partition could easily be *adapted* to a service that is comparable to services in other signatures. This could be done by an adaptation of its signature. The simplest adaptation is to ignore one of the service outputs. The “new” service then becomes “eligible” for membership in another signature.

5. Our methods assume a services failure; however, we could consider situations in which new services become available that outperform services currently in use. In other words, *what works today, could be made to work better tomorrow*. Thus an obvious extension of our similarity measure is to incorporate quality of service parameters, such as reliability or response time, into the definition of similarity. Then, the overall benefit of using a particular service \( s \) is indicated by a linear (weighted) combination of its quality and its behavior.

6. Our experimentation used services that were synthesized. While this allowed us to scale up recommendations to a very large number of services, it would be desirable to apply our solutions in an environment of actual services.
7. Finally, our goal is to assist programmers in maintaining the operability of service compositions. Towards this goal, it would be beneficial to conduct a user study, in which an implementation of our methodology would be available to teams of actual users.

9.3 Final Remarks

The main contributions of this dissertation are published in various software engineering research venues. The following is an enumeration of published research and the venues in which they appear.

1. 8th IEEE International Conference on Services Computing (SCC) ’11 – Discovering Service Similarity by Testing [78].


3. 20th IEEE International Conference on Web Services (ICWS) ’12 – Efficient Service Substitutions with Behavior based metrics [80].


5. 8th IEEE International Symposium on Maintenance and Evolution of Service-Oriented and Cloud-Based Systems (MESOCA) ’14 – Recommending Service Repairs [82].

Our work is based on a minimalistic model, which could serve as a basis for a more elaborate system that would incorporate additional features and functionalities. Indeed, we view the problem addressed in this dissertation as part of a larger goal. Namely, how to construct a system that (1) facilitates the maintenance of service compositions, and (2) monitors their operation continuously, and (3) makes repair recommendations to programmers as needed.
The results have been encouraging and suggest that expanding the scope of this work may offer additional rewards. The model and methods that we developed can be applied to other problems in the area of service-oriented programming. For example, our methods can be adapted to provide a search tool for services based on examples. As another example, the similarity measures could be used to interconnect services in a semantic network, allowing users to *explore* large networks of services.
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